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SUMMARY
This th e s is  is  an investigation into som e of the consequences 
of re la tiv is tic  invariance in descrip tions of p a rtic le s  and th e ir  in teractions. 
Fundamental to any such investigation a re  the irreducib le  rep resen ta tions of 
the homogeneous and inhomogeneous Lorentz groups. In C hapter One, the 
finite dim ensional (non-unitary) rep resen ta tions of the homogeneous group are  
given, and then the unitary, irreducib le  rep resen ta tions of the inhomogeneous 
group (Poincare group) a re  w ritten  down in te rm s of W igner little  groups.
The general problem  of p a rtic le  rep resen ta tions is  introduced 
by describ ing  a p a rtic u la r  fo rm alism  due to W einberg, An outline of the 
calculation of m atrix  e lem ents of finite Lorentz transfo rm ations (boosts) in 
th is  fo rm alism  is  given, and the prediction of the magnetic moment of a 
spin j p artic le  is calculated, This se rv es  to illu s tra te  the point, im portant 
to work in la te r  chap ters, that the dynam ical content of a theory* is very  much 
dependent upon the choice of representation . An expression  fo r boosts in 
general finite dim ensional rep resen ta tions is  w ritten  down at the end of 
C hapter Two.
Boost m atrix  elem ents in unitary, irreducib le  rep resen ta tions 
a re  calculated in Chapter T hree. Starting from  a linear, f i r s t  o rd e r equation,
a recu rren ce  re la tion  (fourth o rd e r difference equation) is obtained and solved 
in some special cases. The im portant index sym m etries  of the boosts a re  
im m ediately obtained from  this equation, and an expression  fo r the high 
energy lim it in the general case  is calculated. It is then shown that the 
so called  "boost functions of the second kind" can be thought of as resu lting  
from  a different spectrum  of eigenvalues of a ce rta in  p a ir  of opera to rs .
In C hapter Four, heu ris tic  derivations of the th ree  kinds of 
little  group expansions (corresponding to tim elike, spacelike, and null 
momenta) a re  given. The non -re la tiv is tic  lim it of the spacelike case is 
examined, and shown to be ju s t the im pact p a ram e te r rep resen ta tion  in 
the cross-channel. Applications to sim ple, n o n -re la tiv is tic  sca ttering  
problem s are  d iscussed, illu stra ting  the problem  of non-square-in tegrab ility , 
and un itarity  is imposed.
A fter a d iscussion  of som e of the d ifficulties associated  with 
the use of the 0 ( § j )  expansion, a m odification is proposed, based on 
an idea of "non -re la tiv is tic  dynam ics" in kinem atically re la tiv is tic  p ro cesses . 
A one Lorentz-pole approxim ation, in th is  modified form , to several high 
energy sca tte ring  and reaction  c ross sections is com pared with experim ental 
data. The re su lts  a re  encouraging.
vi
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INTRODUCTION
The concept of sym m etry  lies  a t the very  h eart of theore tical
physics, and in p a rtic le  physics, re la tiv is tic  invariance lies  a t the heart; of 
sym m etry . The basic method of p a rtic le  physics consists  of finding som e 
convenient expression  of th is invariance, and then developing some consistent 
m eans of introducing dynam ics.
is expressed  by the G alilei o r  Lorentz covariance of the field equations, and 
severe ly  lim its  the form  that these equations can take. The free -fie ld  
Schrödinger equation, fo r exam ple, is  rea lly  ju st a statem ent of Galilei 
invariance; its  advantage is that it  allows for a procedure fo r introducing 
in teractions. One way is by m eans of som e potential put in in a G alilei 
invarian t way.
In a field theore tic  approach to p a rtic le  physics, this invariance
The o ther basic  approach applies re la tiv is tic  invariance
d irec tly  to the £  -m a trix . Under a Lorentz transform ation ,
S transforms,
S V >  '' U)
If it is  to be Lorentz invarian t (which ensures that two o b serv ers  in different 
fram es get the sam e answ er fo r what they see as the sam e physical p rocess) then
Xre?? -- $  Cp
and therefo re ,
S ( p ' )  -  U S ( p )  = ( I  S ( A - ' f )
This kinem atical re s tric tio n  on $  te lls  us that the sca tte rin g  fo r one set 
of variab les is re la ted  to that, fo r any o ther se t in a p a rtic u la r  way. Ju s t what 
that way is is determ ined by the nature of the p a rtic le s  involved, L e . , the 
rep resen ta tion  chosen for Li is  determ ined  by the spins and m asses  of
the p a rtic le s . Then, fo r exam ple, invariance under ro tations (subgroup of 
the Lorentz group) suggests that a p a rtia l wave expansion of the sca ttering  
am plitude might serve to separa te  dynam ics from  kinem atics and allow fo r 
a descrip tion  of in teractions by m eans of something like R egge-^oles.
Irreducib le  rep resen ta tio n s  of the Lorentz group are  
fundamental to any study of e lem entary  p a rtic le s  and a re  now discussed .
CHAPTER ONE
REPRESENTATIONS OF THE HOMOGENEOUS 
AND INHOMOGENEOUS LORENTZ GROUPS*
1.1 The Homogeneous Lorentz Group
C onsider a 4-dim ensional m etric  space, with a s c a la r  product 
of vectors in the space defined by
(When there  is r isk  of confusion, 4-vectors w ill be denoted by / y  , and 
3-vec to rs  by ^  )„ In equation (1.1) we have introduced the m etric
with z-/ , cf - a Q ~ ~ I , all o ther components zero .
f<?o cfti d x z  I
A m em ber of the se t of linear transform ations,
(1 . 1)
& t V A ✓ ( 1 - 2 )
(summation convention) in this space which leave invariant, i . e .
tyf* X  '  *  'X 4 ?c
(1.3)
* G eneral re fe ren ces  to Lorentz group rep resen ta tions: W igner (1939), 
Bargm ann (1947), N aim ark (1957), G e l'Fand (1963), Boyce (1967).
2is called a general Lorentz transformation. Equation (1. 3) implies
f / A / 0  AA/AA = > (1'4)
and this in turn ( ^  - 1 ) implies
J-4-t A  -1 I <15)
and also,
/ I 0,, >A V  ÖV ^  - I  . (1.6)
Moreover, because (a) each transformation has a well defined inverse since 
Ae'i A cannot vanish, (b) there is an identity transformation ( /v ) ,
(c) the product of Lorentz transformations is associative, and (d) the product 
of two Lorentz transformations is a Lorentz transformation, the Lorentz 
transformations satisfy the requirements for a group.
We shall be concerned, in this work, primarily with the sub­
group of the general Lorentz group characterized by the conditions,
/Vo ^ I > cUf  1 + ( (1-7)
This group is called the proper Lorentz group, the subgroup of the general 
group which does not include reflections of either space or time.
Corresponding to an infinite*simal Lorentz transformation,
-  ac'*  +  e'**" /x u -  \ /Uv / * ■ * '  ( 1 - 8 >
3(where £  is a real infiniteisimal, and from the invariance condition,
equation (1. 3), antisymmetric) we have the transformation of any function of
4s',
- LLt\) ■PC'x) (1.9)
with
M  vu o o  - i ~  t  ^  • <lio>
The are operators in the space of functions ~P , and because
~ t and consequently JJ''***' - there are six of them.
They are known as the infiniteisimal generators of the group. I f  LL0<) 
is a unitary transformation, then the {JV** are, from (1.10), hermitian 
operators.
From the group property of the transformation ,
we have, for any two transformations \  and ,
u  ( y ) u C k )  - ( i . i i )
This gives the commutation relations,
]  ~ C [  ~ ]  4. 1^-12)
4From  any infinite«sim al transform ation , e .g .
CA(X) r I ~ j |  C 1 J 0 \ &  ' 0 J fo ")
-  (  -  c  e , ! , !  X o r
(1.13)
(the second line follows because of the an tisym m etry  of g  and IF ) we can 
build up a finite transfo rm ation  by repeated  application of (1.13). Thus, if we 
put ä o<9l^  , then
U  U )  «
A* —> 09
(  4- C ^ c 1 Jo< ^
~ H T Z.{
+
j ; ,
'  e  j  ( i . i 4 )
w here we m ean by the exponential in (1.14) the power se r ie s  in the line above. 
The finite transform ation , / \  , in (1.14) corresponds to the acceleration  in
the 1 d irection  to a velocity (T ,
/)C0 ■- Of' 5 ^  X®'
V '  s /X I cA c* =- Ac0 s i t  at**1
'Y 1' * Oc2
-
(1.15)
5w here '•{'Le< ~ o / c  * (1.16)
S im ilarly , corresponding to a rotation about the 3-ax is  through an angle p  ,
-  /X °
Oe-' /  c ^
dr&
0c3/ -
(1.17)
we have the transform ation ,
a (a) = <e (1.18)
It is custom ary  in dealing with finite dim ensional rep resen ta tions
to w rite ,
T . l  1 +■ and cyclically (1.19)
c J o  = ~ L j and cyclically (1.20)
so that the (Ox and L satisfy , independently, the com m utation ru le s  fo r 
angular momentum:
C K, > L ^ n l-x ,  ]  ~ ^ L j  and cyclically ,
L kc , L j ]  * <? . ( 1 . 21 )
6The irreducible rep resen ta tions of the p roper Lorentz group may 
then be specified by the in teger o r  h a lf-in teger num bers ( l&yJL ), w here
£  2 ~  k . ( \ r O  ^ L  * =■ H  )  (1 .22)
^ 3 »   ^ ~ U*) u.+1 j  ~ ~ ~ u^,
(1. 23)
Lj s  ß  ~  ^ + A.
-a X
a re  the eigenvalues. K  and L  may also be w ritten  in te rm s  of the 
group invariants, equations (1 .68 -9 ).
Since the generato rs  of ro ta tions, J ]  -  |  and cyclically , a re
just the th ree  components of angular momentum, and from  equation (1. 19),
f  z  K  + £-_ <i-24)
the angular momenta appearing in an irred u c ib le  rep resen ta tio n  specified by 
( L,  t  ) a re ,
j *  U - . l l  , l l c - J i l f l  , - -  '  k + X  (1.25)
with 3 -projection,
A = - y ,  - j T f  , - -  -- A c t ?  <1 2 6 >
These finite dim ensional rep resen ta tions ( ), with L  and
Ü, in teger o r  half-in teger, a re  all non-unitary  (except fo r  the tr iv ia l one with
7O )• This is because (< and L  are hermitian so that 'J&C are 
antihermitian, and the transformations of the type (1, 14) are consequently 
non-unitary.
When we are discussing the unitary representations of the 
Lorentz group, we shall find it more convenient to specify the representations 
in terms of the numbers j Q and <T , defined by,
j o - L+JL+1 (1.27)
(1. 28)
If the representation were finite, we would thus find angular momenta in the 
range,
J ~ I jot > I j j  + ( ? -------- tr -  I
It turns out that for unitary representations, this series is not closed at the 
upper end, and the representations are consequently infinite dimensional.
(1.29)
1.2 The Inhomogeneous Lorentz Group (Poincare Group)
The Poincare group consists of homogeneous Lorentz trans­
formations plus translations in the 4-dimensional space,
A ' 1'  + (1.30)
8For infinitepsimal transformations, we parametrize as,
\  ^ /y- ^ ^ (1 .31 )
/ y  ^ 4- 6  * vA * ' -f (1. 32)
and
U . 6* , X ) ^  I4 c  v  -  £  e * v  J ' " ' .  ( i . 3 3 )
The translation generators, , are the momentum operators for the system.
The group property for Poincare transformations is,
IACcl' .A ')  U .(a .,Ä ) -  U. (<*■'+ A'cl , A 'A  )  (1 .34 )
and this leads to the commutation rules,
( i - 3 5 >
as well as equation (1.12) for [  ^ j / } 3”# (Tj -
In order to construct the representations of this group, we 
define first the invariant (Casimir) operators, with their eigenvalues in a 
given representation,
S <1 3 6 >
toA, a  - / M » 2, j 'C j  + l) (1 .37 )
9w here
J  */° (1.38)
For the general theory, 'faP and j  (j f  ( }  can be a rb itra ry
com plex num bers. This notation is chosen because in the m ost im portant 
application to rep resen ta tions of the state  function of a p a rtic le , rep resen ts  
the 4~momentum, and 4 ^  defined by (1. 36) is the re s t  m ass. Also, if ** jL o ,
( *»*, e? j 0 y 0 ) and ^  ( o } j J ?( ), so that j  defined by
(1. 37) is the spin in the r e s t  fram e.
The b asis  vecto rs of an irreducib le  rep resen ta tion  may be 
specified, in p a rt, by the eigenvalues of , since we know how they
transfo rm  under homogeneous Lorentz transform ations. We denote any 
o th er labels n ecessa ry  by X for now. A homogeneous transfo rm ation  on 
a s ta te  | X )> , then, may be w ritten ,
we may pass by a Lorentz transform ation  to the fram e in w hich P
(1.39)
The effect o f a transla tion  through cl on these s ta tes  is sim ply,
C r '° '  I / » , »  .  (1.40)
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The determination of the coefficients, , and as a con­
sequence, the representations of the Poincare group, was first done by 
Wigner (1939), using the method of the ’’little group".
1.2.1 Boosts
We first introduce a specific type of Lorentz transformation,
Agenerated by the , which takes a given standard momentum vector, p  ,
into p  . We call this transformation a boost, and write,
In a given irreducible representation,
A X
P ~
X fixed
(1.41)
(1.42)
where Am.x can be positive, negative, or zero, and we can get any momentum 
state in an irreducible representation by boosting the state with standard 
momentum p  :
lAlUp)] I f  X)= . <143>
The "little group" of p consists of all homogeneous Lorentz transformations, 
R , which leave p invariant,
(1.44)
11
The effect o f a l i t t le  group tran s fo rm a tion  on the standard 
momentum state is ,
u ( f O  I p A >  *  2 H p , / u > (1.45)
-  I f  , / * / ^ x ( R )
(1.46)
where the O s  belong to a p a r t ic u la r  representa tion  o f R  . The "W igner
ro ta tion ” , defined by,
R ( f , a )  r  L ' ‘ M A L C r ) (1.47)
( Lip)  is  the boost opera tor (1 .41 )), leaves inva rian t, so that
U ( A ) l p ^ )  = U. ( A U f ) )  Ip A >
- U  (L(Ap) R(p>A)) If A >
_ U  ( l (Ap))£  OltX(R(f>l a') )If/*)
A *
l ^ p y / ^ y  . (1.48)
fo r  sho rt |o
K *  Ia/ ^
I f  we now define a set of basis vectors  by the num bers o r
, J  , X   ^ (a  « i s  eig enval ue o f ), j  is  in
is  the eigenvalue o f ), then we can w r ite  the e ffect
12
of a P o incare  transfo rm ation  as,
] r j A>  —> U U , A )  i f j f >
< P ’ ft.  j
^  f R )  (1.49)
w here R  belongs to the little  group determ ined by p  ; i .e .  , by w hether 
v .  is positive, negative, o r  zero .
Thus the rep resen ta tions of the Poincare group a re  determ ined 
by the rep resen ta tions of the appropria te  little  group -  they a re  unitary  and 
irreducib le  if 0^ is unique, and if the little  group rep resen ta tions
a re  unitary  and irreducib le .
T here a re  four d istinct kinds of mom enta, and consequently 
four kinds of little  groups; p 2 > j p ^  <  O   ^ ( p ^ o )   ^ ,
In our work we shall not be concerned with the lightlike case, but for com plete­
ness we outline the possib le  unitary irreducib le  rep resen ta tions of all four.
1 .2 .2  p ^ > O  ; Tim elike
We choose the standard  momentum,
P * ( i j j f i  , 0 , 0 ,  o )  * ( ^ , 0 , 0 , 0 )  . (1. 50)
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The l i t t le  group is  ju st the ro ta tion  group, 0(7. )  , generated by , T ?{
and the Q \  are the fa m ilia r  ro ta tion  m a trices , w ith
J Z M  ^  )
arid
The invarian ts  are,
/ a ? A  c  _ j  t - j  - f f ^ ~  - f  j
P2 I pj   ^ ^  I p j A >
1 1  /v
(1.51)
(1. 52)
(1. 53)
I j f j ’ X )  r j f j V >  I f j  >>  . <154)
1.2 .3  j^  ^ -0  ; Spacelike 
The choice,
Ä  » ( 0 , 0 , 0 , ^ ) (1.55)
gives r is e  to the l i t t le  group generated by J ”| t  ? X ö3 which is the
3-d im ensiona l Loren tz  group, homomorphic to 0  5) . I t  consists of
rota tions and acce lera tions in the 1-2 plane. U n ita ry  ir re d u c ib le  representations 
of the (  (O  occur fo r,
P r in c ip a l Series:
j _ 1. j  <  o&
(1.56)
A/ \  « 0 ,  1 t  ? } —  -r -i , ^  .^ t  J X  )
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(2) Supplementary Series:
~ 4 <  & jl  j  <L O )  ^  J  '  0
A'- t l  , t l , -------  (1.57)
(3) D iscre te  Series:
i -  - i  ~ | -  5 _ .  .J " r i > 2 >
0J'+ : X= -j , - j f l  , - j +2 , - - - (1.58)
D J ~  • X : j  , j-l , j-2. , - - •
(4) Scalar:
J  -  0  ) A ~ ^ , (1. 59)
The inva rian ts  are,
P N p j X  > = - p M  r j  A > (1.60)
wMf i X > = -Pl jf;4rt (r?j X> . <161>
1.2 .4  c? , p  Q ; L ig h tlike
The choice,
w -  t f ,  Ö ,  *0 ^  (1.62)
15
leads to the group generated  by  ^ ^ Jf2o -  5
homomorphic to 5 C? CO A T " [z). The unitary  irreducib le  rep resen ta tions 
in th is case a re  specified in te rm s  of the invariant,
= -  cO [ (7 ,o - j iey+ (7> o-J i jX ]
-  v 2 ( p / v \ > (1.63)
and
J i z  I P f \ >  -  A  | ^ A >  .
Principal Series
(1.64)
o  <  f>  <- °o  . /0 -  o
/ *
A « * , i  I , 12 «r A = i i  , i  X , ------
(1.65)
(2) D iscrete  Series:
^ Q y X  "  a * -v a r ia n t  -  O) ± ± ± I ^ ________ _______ (1 .66)
1.2 .5  |!>tO ; Null
The vector,
^  * (<D, < 3 , 0 , 0  ^ (1.67)
16
is unaffected by any homogeneous Lorentz transform ation , and consequently
the little  group is the full homogeneous Lorentz group, homomorphic to OCj, f) .
We can specify the rep resen ta tions by j\  and appearing in the invariants
^ 7 ^  z Z [ L ( U h ) * jI ( U i) ] (1.68)
0, £T & j s + t ' j r '  -  uj0 <r = (1.69)
(recall the connection with the ( L^Jl ) labels, equation (1. 27)), and the 
b asis  vecto rs by j  and X in,
J* I jo<Tj'X> '  j ( j+i ) Ij0trj A> 
A i  I J  o<rj-  A
(1.70)
(1.71)
In unitary rep resen ta tions, all the T  ^ a re  herm itian  (see 
equation (1.14) and (1 .18)), so that the r .h .  s. of (1.68) and (1.69) m ust be 
rea l num bers. Unitary irreducib le  rep resen ta tions occur for,
Q) Principal S 4 + I 4 S  \ (RjL <T Z  O  y ^  ° o  (1.72)
j j -  °> i  * I , - -  -  
J  " J o  > J o + '’ > '  '  '
(1.73)
(1.74)
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A •«= -J, -J  + ' ) - ^  J . (1.75)
(2) Supplementary Series:
<. 6Lir<- \ , <r = c> (1.76)
i S @ J  o (1. 77)
J  ~  0 } ! i  t  7 ~ ~ (1. 78)
* = - j > ~S+{> (1.79)
Although the four rep resen ta tions described  above appear to be 
very  different in ch a rac te r, som e recen t w ork (Korff (#965), C hakrabarti (1966)) 
has indicated that the f ir s t  th ree , a t least, can  be unified to the extent of 
finding a general little  group which reproduces the appropria te  rep resen ta tion  
in a p a rticu la r lim it. F u rth erm o re , in the W einberg fo rm alism  to be described  
in the next chapter, the wave functions and propagators fo r m assive p a rtic le s  
pass into those for m a ss le ss  p a rtic le s  in the lim it ~> o . These rem ark s  
may be of som e relevance to the Lorentz group expansions to be trea ted  in 
la te r  chap ters. There, one w ishes to extend the oC&j 0 expansion, s tric tly  
valid only fo r  forw ard sca tte ring , to non-forw ard d irec tions, w here the 0
expansion applies, It would be in teresting  to expand the amplitude in te rm s  of 
a unified rep resen ta tion  (if one could be found) which was valid in both regions.
18
CHAPTER TWO
FINITE DIMENSIONAL PARTICLE REPRESENTATIONS
2.1  Introduction
We now tu rn  to the problem  of the descrip tion  of a p a rtic le  of 
non-zero m ass and a rb itra ry  spin. The m atrix  elem ents of finite Lorentz 
transform ations ("boosts”) a re  calculated using a p a rtic u la r  finite dim ensional 
rep resen ta tion  of the homogeneous Lorentz group (Weinberg (1964)) for 
com parison with the infinite dim ensional rep resen ta tion  boost calculations 
of the next chap ter. Also, the m agnetic m om ent of a W einberg spin j  
p a rtic le  is calculated as an example of how the choice of rep resen ta tion  
influences the dynam ics.
The sim p lest way to ta lk  about the s ta te s  of a free  p a rtic le  
with non-zero  m ass and tim e-like  four momentum is  in te rm s of the Po incare  
little  group, which in th is case  is ju s t the rotation group. A Z  j  +■ I 
dim ensional rep resen ta tion  of the ro tation  group, according to C hapter One, 
defines a unitary, irreducib le  rep resen ta tion  of the Po incare  group. The 
b asis  vecto rs of th is rep resen ta tion  may be taken to d esc rib e  the possib le 
sta tes  of a p a rtic le  with spin j  . If we w rite  the sta tes  of a spin j  , 
m ass a m . p artic le , moving with momentum p  , and having spin
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projection  A as / p -am. j  A )  , then under an a rb itra ry  Poincare
transform ation  these s ta tes  tran sfo rm  as (equation (1.49)),
i A  ;  A  ^  j  jf$ v k  j  A  s '
Vit C P» <x
K
\
JA "  /
[ l“(ap)AL
( 2 . 1)
H ere, ( p )  is the boost which takes the p a rtic le  from  re s t  to momentum 
p  , and the fac to r /  ] has been introduced to agree  with W einberg'!
V f t  /
(1964) norm alization,
< p  \  \ (2-2)
With the usual re la tiv is tic  norm alization,
< r X l p ' V >  *  <2- 3>
the square root fac to r in (2.1) does not appear.
The boosts, ^  ( p )  , appearing in (2.1) may be p a ram etrized
in te rm s of
z L *  =  ÜJ (2.4)
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( 2 . 5 )
w here
we come to d iscuss boost m a trix  elem ents in finite dim ensional Lorentz group 
rep re  s entat ion s .
consisting  of an a rb itra ry  num ber of free  (i. e. non-interacting) p a rtic le s  can 
be built up from  a product of one partic le  s ta tes , and this many p a rtic le  state  
s til l  tran sfo rm s  as in equation (2.1), but with a [) fac to r fo r each partic le
Lorentz group appears when we try  to introduce dynam ics ( i.e . in teractions) 
by m eans of a field theory. We want the field to tran sfo rm  sim ply under the 
homogeneous Lorentz group so that we can see  how to introduce dynam ics in 
a covarian t way. In p a rticu la r, if we want the field to sa tisfy  a l in e a r , 
re la tiv is tica lly  invarian t equation of motion of f i r s t  o rd e r in the derivatives, 
like,
A ccording to the general m ethods of quantum m echanics, a state
The need for general rep resen ta tions of the homogeneous
( 2 . 6 )
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then ^  m ust contain p ieces which tran sfo rm  according to ([ k ) JL) and 
J- \  )  (see Section ^ J ). This is because the effect of the
opera to r ^ ^ <1 D  (which tran sfo rm s under the rep resen ta tion
1 j a  )  ) is  to change lu and Ji by t ~ . (See Le Couteur
(1950a)). E lectrom agnetic in teractions, fo r exam ple, can be introduced 
into equation (2.6) by the gauge invarian t rep lacem ent of f> by 4- €  .
W einberg (1964) constructs  fields out o f the rep resen ta tions (’j  o) and 
(  o, j ) only, and as we shall see , they do not satisfy  (except when 
j  = ) f i r s t  o rd e r equations.
In analytic S -m a trix  theory, on the o ther hand, dynam ics 
a re  introduced in an en tire ly  d ifferent way (e .g . Regge ^ole  exchange) and 
general homogeneous Lorentz group rep resen ta tions need not be mentioned. 
They w ill, however, appear in a la te r  chap ter in an S -m a trix  context in 
the form  of a Po incare  little  group (i.e . the little  group corresponding to
) •
2.2 W einberg F orm alism
The s im p lest way to construct a quantized field from  creation  
and annihilation o p e ra to rs  - one which transfo rm s sim ply under a p a rtic u la r  
irreducib le  rep resen ta tion  of the homogeneous Lorentz group -  is  to use 
the rep resen ta tions (Weinberg (1964)),
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o'u'—/ (2.7)
o r = 0 > j ) (2.8)
where the Dotation is that of equation (1. 22). The sim plicity  stem s from  the 
fact that only one spin, j  , appears in these rep resen ta tions (see equation 
(1.25)).
F urtherm ore , for these rep resen ta tions, we have, from  
equations (1.20) and (1. 22),
■c J,
-  +  c t
and cyclically  fo r o ') (2 .9)
and cyclically  for C öy J ) (2. 10)
This m eans that we can rep resen t ro tations and boosts, respectively , by 
(from equations (1.14) and (1. 18),)
I O  • - C  < ?  j/J)UL(rotation of & about c -ax is) ^  c, (2. 11)
in both the Cj }o)  and (o} j )  rep resen ta tions, and
(A, ( L C jo ) in c -d irection)
- x T , Ci>~ e. ( J > ) (2. 12)
-  e
°c  X t'
g)
(2. 13)
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In these equations 3 ^ ^  is the ordinary 2j~f j component angular 
momentum operator, and $ £  is defined by (2. 4).
The matrix elements of J* 0 ) are,
- \ ± i  [ G ? ^)Q1 A* 0 ] V z (2. 14)
I Ja'a = fvx a
We see that matrix elements for rotation about and boost along the 3-axis are 
particularly simple:
C j l ' l  IjX > ■ r A,A (2. 16)
CjA't e  + Ij = h 'X
A (2. 17)
These equations express the fact that the spin projection of a particle is not 
changed by a rotation around or a boost along the quantization axis. The 
matrix elements of a boost in an arbitrary direction, p  -  p  / [  p  (  
which we shall henceforth write as,
D C,)[L(p] e o C (j, ) (2. 18)
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(2. 19)
a re  not so sim ple, but we shall show shortly  how they may be explicitly 
determ ined.
Up until now we have been talking about irreducib le  rep resen ta tions 
of the p roper  Lorentz group. Because we want to introduce p arity  conserving 
in teractions, we m ust determ ine rep resen ta tions of the com plete Lorentz group, 
i . e . , the p ro p er group plus space reflections. It has been shown (e.g . G el'Fand 
(1963)) that any irreducib le  rep resen ta tion  of the com plete group e ith e r 
(a) coincides w ith an irreducib le  rep resen ta tion  c£ the p ro p er group, in which 
case JL , o r (b) induces two non-overlapping irreducib le  rep resen ta tions
of the p roper group: (  JL \  and (j£ } Ll ) , with lc 4 & . Thus we can
form  an irreducib le  rep resen ta tion  of the com plete group from  (U^JL )  and 
( when JL 4-h  by form ing the representation  ( k i£ ) ( £ )  4 ) .
By this d ire c t sum of represen ta tions we m ean that the com plete group m atrices 
a re  the d irec t sum of the p ro p er group m a trices .
seen from  the behaviour of the invarian t opera to rs  (1. 68) and (1. 69) under
The reason  fo r the interchange under p a rity  may be
space-reflection: L  is a sca la r , and
is a pseudo sca la r .
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W einberg fo rm ula tes h is fie ld  theo ry  by constructing  two 
quantized fie lds , CJ?-, C<k) and ^ \  Coe) fro m  p a rt ic le  and a n ti-
p a rtic le  crea tion  -  ann ih ila tion opera tors, along w ith  the wave functions
O ^ f l L C p ) ]  = O l y l i t f ) ]  -F .r  c e x and
j  \  r .  / \ 7 -  ^  J F# / .  i t  fo r  n r  . These fie lds
A A '
* J X
tra n s fo rm  s im p ly  under the ( j q ö )  and (o) j )  representations o f 
the p rope r group respective ly , and the fie ld ,
r*) - (2 . 20)
tran s fo rm s s im p ly  under the (  O )  {O j  j  ) representation o f the
complete group. Each o f the fie lds  Cxy and ^  \ sa tis fies  the 
K le in -G ordon equation,
7' ") c F  (-*) -c?
and consequently, so does (-ar)
In  addition, by defin ing the m a trice s ,
i
)TT -  4 4 ^ 'J
f  (J ^
n ;
-  ^ v v  J e .
(2 . 21)
(2 . 22)
(2 . 23)
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—  . 2,- + 2 *  p. T  (i>
and 7Y l (p)  -  ^  J e  f (2.24)
. I T  3 ( p° , ■ p ) (2. 25)
we can w r ite  the fie ld  equations,
^ ZI 7 C {x ) (2 . 26)
TTT-cP) 'TfW - /u«7) (~P(/xT (2.27)
These equations, w r itte n  in  momentum space, can be easily seen to hold since
-a>> p . T «1
<=>
J ' "
C^ i p ) ^  0 ^ ,  [U /^ 1 €
7 T ^  and 7 T (p )  are given by (2 . 23) and (2 . 24), and boosts in  the same o r 
opposite d irec tions  commute.
We sha ll see sho rtly  that
7tN>) p -  r (2. 28)
so that (2.26) and (2. 27), fo r  j  -  ^  , are ju s t the D irac  equation,
(V* p ~ ^  ^  ~ O (2. 29)
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with
Tr - >
(2.30)
a re  the Pauli m a tric e s . F or higher values of the spin, the equations are  
not of f ir s t  o rder.
2 .3  The Q  ) 0 )  Boost M atrix Elem ents
We now outline the method used by W einberg to obtain explicit 
expressions for the sc a la r  m atrices  f f  J ( p)  , in o rd e r to com pare this
with the work of the next chap ter, which deals with boosts in infinite dim ensional 
rep resen ta tions. M oreover, we shall use these expressions to calculate the 
spin j magnetic moment p redicted  by th is fo rm alism .
We f ir s t  note, with W einberg, that the eigenvalues of the operato r,
£  = Z fs «T (2. 31)
/N.
appearing in (2. 23) a re , because any d irec tion  form s a quantization
axis,
i =  ' Z j > 2 j - z ) -------- 2 j  (2-32)
These num bers a re  a ll e ith e r even o r  odd in tegers depending on w hether 
is in tegral o r ha lf-in teg ra l. The exponential in (2. 23) may be w ritten
<2 and for in teger j  (even z),
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o L
j - i
4- i L
(2. 33)'U co
t ~Z 4*». -j- 2 .
C  L%, a*^
j ' (
sC a-^  - z  cX h 21 (%-r1) (V-?1) - (e-1- Cz*S) <
[ ( 2 *  + t ) l ] " f s 4
(2. 34)
Equation (2.23), then,  with is
Tf(i\p) - ( J 4 (jP^ ( l f ^ ) C ^ P ‘T - 2 p ^tV » '1
4 ! ? % - r  a f  -(* £ )* ]  J -  4/»„ ]
4
+  (£ ) °  ( 2 f . 7 )  [ ( 2 f . j ) 7- ( z f  f]- - -
(2.35)
[ 2 ^ - J  -  2 j  f>a ]
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The ^  in teger case is  done s im ila rly , with the resu lt,
TT(jVp} = ( p ^ ‘' k ( 2f>J )
+ r ,  _
- y  \ J - p
r ,
I
(if)']
+  -  -
A j)  . 4
h j p o  -  . (2-36)
TT p) is  obtained from  (2.35) and (2, 36) using (2. 25).
These a re  not the expressions for a boost of: magnitude p  , 
D J (^L(p)]  , but ra th e r, fo r a boost [ t - (  tim es / tu.^ , with
f = r 2
= fp
(2. 37)
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2 .4  Magnetic Moment
The m agnetic moment of a p a rtic le  described  in te rm s of the 
Weinberg fo rm alism  may be determ ined by considering the in teraction  of 
such a pa rtic le  with a constant, uniform , magnetic field, c. (o^O^ ] .
The in teraction  is int roduced by the custom ary replacem ent of the p a rtic le  
momentum, p , appearing in equation  (2.35) o r (2.36), by
Now, equations (2. 26) and (2. 27) a re  extended to s ta te  that in 
the p resence of the m agnetic field,
^ -  p + * A, (2. 38)
where / { '  -  & A  -  4  H * r
)  ^
(2. 39)
we m ean equation (2. 35) o r  (2. 36) with the
replacem ent (2. 38), We m ust examine the consequences
of this equation fo r each spin individually.
2 .4 .1 Spin Ö
In th is case the represen ta tions and ( ö j j )  coincide,
and from  equation (2. 35),
T T ° ( % )  -  T T e f . | ) (2.40)
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The fie lds (j£ 'TC and ^  satisfy  only the K lein-Gordon equation, and 
the m agnetic m om ent is zero.
2 .4 ,2  Spin \
Equation (2. 39) reads, in this case , from  (2, 36),
(?<?-*■ '  * * 1 7C (2.41)
Because ^  com m utes with ^  and 3T ( A 0 - o  ) , and
j l O  c  <T , this is
2,
l  y *  -  Cf^ 9C (2.42)
^  «c£>
We know that fo r any two vecto rs a.  and & which commute w ith G“ ,
( * • « - )  (  £ - 3 \ )  -  fr - h e  0"* X ^  ) (2.43)
so that,
( % ' < r ) x  -  ^  1 +. c* < r ■ (
f  *
(2.44)
From  (2.38),
( |  | ) -  ( 0 ,  ° ,  ' c"'e  ^  ) (2.45)
and (2.42) is ,
( %• '  ?  T, ) 7C = (2.46)
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Now, in the non-rela tiv istic  approxim ation, with respec t to which the magnetic 
moment is defined,
(%o " %tSS) ~
E  - (2.47)
so that (2.46) im plies,
£ - jP - f  ^H  ^ o )
2 - v  ^
w here \  is  the spin pro jection . This m eans that, 
spin magnetic moment ^ €t "E
(2.48)
(2.49)
(the eigenvalues of JT® H fo r any f={ a.rv \  ) in agreem ent with
the D irac prediction (as expected, since (2,26)-(2. 27) fo r j r  i  is  ju st 
the D irac equation).
2 .4 ,3  Spin I
F rom  equation (2. 35), we have fo r (2, 39) when j  s |
r f t+ - f J ( V S  X
^  ' V  r  ^  A (2.50)
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The 1. h. s. is,
If +
+ -  2 ?« %' (vf )
+ f ( f j )+ - + j k
' I f  - [ ( f f )  f -  f ( t r)7s
- i r ( } 3 ) x - i ( p ) xv  + + ( ^ 1 *  ■
(2. 51)
Consider the operator ^ ^ • j f j  , which gave rise  to the 
magnetic moment term  in (2.42). It is
i f ? ) 1 -  .  f , r>7 , j t
+ t . t  J*J' + t, ?, -T’ J3 4 ?,?.J. ^
4 m . ^  ■
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Because 1 1% *  > Hy  7  '  O ,  i f  we w r ite ,
? I % v  T -4  + % i ?j 7 ^
- ' i (? . tc +? v ? ,)0 - ,W ^0  + Ufo?J[vT/2.53)
we have,
= ( f / J
* I ^ ^
s  +
(2. 54)
where ^  ^ »,T ) j  is  what we would get i f  the ^  * f  a ll commuted . The
magnetic moment te rm s  in  equation (2. 51) w i l l  come fro m  the second te rm  in 
(2. 54). F u rthe rm ore , since the magnetic moment is determ ined by the extra  
energy which rem a ins when the p a rt ic le  ve loc ity  in  the magnetic f ie ld  vanishes 
^ o )  (cf. equation (2 .48 )), and only that energy due to  te rm s
lin e a r in  H , we can get; a magnetic moment con tribu tion  fro m  TT TF 
only i f  there are te rm s  p ropo rtion a l to (  ^  » J  w ith  possib le  fac to rs
. This may be seen as fo llow s:
To w r ite  te rm s like
^  i  , i
r u - j j in  te rm s  of a p a rt
sym m etrica l in  ^ } and ^ ^  plus ex tra  te rm s  (cf. (2 .53 )), we m ust
w rite ,
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%U%U %x %r 5
I k L  X Xv> t’ ^ 55)
for all possible perm utations of 1/LhiyJLfA*, , picking up com m utators as we go. 
Then,
V' t f  ^ (sym m etrical sum of perm uted ^  ^  ^
X ex tra  te rm s  (2. 56)
Then ex tra  te rm s  w ill be e ith e r (a) proportional to <^ jfj H J  J ” <?>r
(b) proportional to J J “ , and so neither gives r is e  to a magnetic moment.
The sam e s o r t  of argum ents apply to ^ »
(  , J )  ^  , and so on.
Consequently, because (2. 51) contains no te rm s of the right 
type ( i . e .   ^ J  - <^  ) ), the magnetic m oment is zero.
2 . 4 , 4  Spin V 4  and Higher
Calculation of IT T f  from  (2.35) and (2. 36) for all spins 
^ 4  leads to the sam e conclusion as fo r spin 1: there a re  no
 ^ ) te rm s  (which do not cancel exactly), and hence the static
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magnetic moments are zero.
So the Weinberg formalism predicts zero magnetic moment for 
all spins but ^  . This contrasts with the result (Umezawa - 1956) for a 
vector field, equivalent to the Duffin - Kemmer - Petiau theory for spin 1, of 
JT , and the work of Case and Moldauer (1956) for Dirac - F ierz- 
Pauli i' - integral spin, which gives a magnetic moment ’y  
The important thing to be learned from this is that although theories 
employing different Lorentz group representations are of much the same 
content when there is no interaction, they may predict entirely different 
behaviour in the presence of interactions.
We shall meet the same kind of situation later, when we discuss 
Lorentz analyses of scattering amplitudes - the dynamical content is very 
much dependent upon the choice of representation (really, in this case, 
which series of representations). The kinematics are expressed by 
conservation laws and the Lorentz invariance of AC *>"0 * but the dynamics 
introduced by, for example, a pole in the Lorentz expansion amplitude 
("Lorentz-pole”) depend upon the group representations used in the expansion.
2.5 Boosts in Representations
We have seen that the boosts in ( j  and ( d j j )  
representations are fairly simple: indeed, for z-direction boosts, the
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is  ze ro , the s ituation is m ore com plicated because the boost generator,
, does not have the s im p le  representation (2. 9) o r (2.10) in  te rm s  
o f the ro ta tion  generators, J[' j . We sha ll consider the s im p les t case of 
a z -d ire c tio n  boost, but an a rb it ra ry  one can be obtained by ro ta tion .
We w r ite  the boost opera to r in  te rm s  o f the two "angu la r 
m om enta" K 3 and L 3 ,
Because the spin quantum num bers j  and ^  that we have been using to 
labe l the state vecto rs  re fe r  to an angular momentum which is the sum of 
two independent angular momenta,
- C of- J -«(.Ky - L j ) (2. 57)
e - e
J *■ K ■+• I— (2. 58)
we can expand in  te rm s  of W igner coeffic ien ts .
U x > r 5  <U.£A GljX)lL£A$y . (2.59)
AS
Here j - } I U.~j2 | ?------Il + £ (2. 60)
A = A +  ß - - J , - j + l , —  + j (2.61)
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A «  -It, -L+t, -  ■  ■ +U., G -■£, , . (2 - 62)
-  ^ X ' l U A ' ß ' X U A ' ß ' l e ' ^ ' ^ l L w y x
- <jy\k4A$> C * (A~g\klAZ\j\) * (2 63>
If A. and Ji are integral or ^ - integral, and the
£r
representation is therefore finite, the z-direction boost may be obtained from 
(2. 63) by looking up the Clebstk-Gordon coefficients and adding up the terms.
If the representation is not finite, equation (2.63) still formally applies, but 
the Clebsh-Gordon coefficients need to be continued to complex values of the 
arguments A-{ ,A ß  , and the sum on A and (5 becomes infinite.
Thus we can write the boost matrix element in a representation as
x O i  A ß  I J * >
A ß
We shall have more to say about this in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE
BOOST MATRIX ELEMENTS IN UNITARY IRREDUCIBLE 
RE PR ESE NTA TIONS
3. 1 Introduction
The recent work in Regge-pole theory (see, e . g . , Collins (1968)), 
and the use of non-compact groups in the classification of particles (Barut (1965)) 
has given support to the idea that any particle with internal structure can have a 
(possibly infinite) variety of spin states. Stated another way, it is proving 
valuable to group elementary particles into fam ilies, the members of which 
have spins ranging up from zero or one-half. The unitary, irreducible 
representations of the homogeneous Lorentz group, because they contain an 
infinite number of spin values, could provide a suitable framework in which to 
describe these fam ilies. Also, these representations are proving useful as a 
means of expanding scattering amplitudes at high energies; we shall deal with 
such expansions later.
In view of this interest in unitary representations of the Lorentz 
group, we turn now to a discussion of the matrix elem ents for finite Lorentz
transformations in these representations.
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Let us label the basis vectors of a representation (y by
(jQ<r j  X V » where j  and A are the spin and spin projection.
Then, the state vector for a spin j particle, moving with momentum jo
in the £ -direction, spin 0- -projection (or helicity, since jo is 
along 0 ) A » may be written,
l;ar > - U[u<i]
=  £  < « >  < * • "
where 'tt, =• and Cl [LC*i] is the boost operator
introduced in Section 1.2.1. The problem is to determine explicitly the 
j  (T  /functions 0  . ( ex’ ) , the boost matrix elements.
J ' a ' j  A
3.2 Recent Work
Considerable success was enjoyed by Strom (1965) using an 
infinitesiimal method. He parametrized the Lorentz transformation 
operators, writing them down as explicit differential functions of the boost 
parameter c* , and the rotation angles. Just as with the rotation group, 
the use of "ladder” operators gives rise to differential equations, and the
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equation fo r can be solved in som e special cases.
Another approach (Sciarrino (1967), Strom (1967), Due (1967)) 
u tilizes the correspondence between the Lorentz group and the group £/_ ( 2-yC) 
the group of 2 x 2 com plex m a trices  with determ inant one. The correspondence 
is se t up by,
* ' / k  ■ A'“, * 1' =£> X ': A X A + (3.2)
w here,
X 1 , ) (3.3)
V V ‘ +  c ’ 0 e L  V  -  0 c *  /
and A t  JL U .c)  , 4.«^  A - I .
R epresentations of SLO*-,c )  can be realized  on the space 
of all homogeneous functions of two complex variab les , ^  ) and
th e ir  complex conjugates. By homogeneous, we m ean that,
TC<r-&| , ( T t z ) = <riU- ä u  - f (3. 4) 
w here the b a r denotes the complex conjugate. We have chosen to label the 
degree of (3. 4) (and hence to specify the SL (Z , c )  representation) by 
U and JL to agree with our notation (jh  j  JL) fo r Lorentz group 
rep resen ta tions. The b asis  spinor form ed from  £  f and =£  ^ ,
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, transforms under a Lorentz transformation (3. 2) as,
From (3.4), we could write i i ^ z  ) as a sum terms
of the form,
(3. 6)
if <x+ lx -  Z!*- ) c U '  . Generally, in spinor theory
(e.g. Umezawa (1956)), the basic invariant formed from two spinors )
and Ctxl)wx > is ^ U , )  • Furthermore, because for
rotations A  is unitary, the sum ( 4 £  ^ is invariant under
rotations, and then transforms as
basis vectors transforming under spin j  representations of the rotation 
group (Bargmann (1962), Due (1967))
This formalism can be used to construct explicitly ^ L
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X ( f / (3.7)
where ^  runs over all integers which do not make any of the arguments 
of the factorials in (3.7) a negative integer. The notation is as in (1. 27), i. e.
j < > -  j  < J ~  ~  U ,  +  Z  +  I
(1.27)
so that the function is  homogeneous as required by (3.4) or (3.6). Furthermore, 
the factor ahead of ^  is  invariant under rotations, and the ü  product
under the sum transforms under rotations as,
( * ,y VA
so that (3.7) transforms as spin j  , (Bargmann (1962), equ. (2.9a)), 
Since a boost in the £  -direction corresponds to,
the boost matrix element in the ( j Q ) <r) representation is,
(3.8)
;«<T
«<«* -P,v (eMM -Tj. f  a )' JA y (3.9)
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where /{  Cu )  -F C*)means that the substitution (3.5) is to be made in the 
argument of -p • is the appropriate invariant measure,
clcc^ * ) . (3.10)
The integration in (3.9) can be carried out (Due (1967)) to give
a veiy complicated closed expression for 0 Jö(r • It involves a double
summation over by pergeometric functions, and would be difficult
; cr
to work with. The index symmetries and the high energy behaviour of [) * 
can be obtained, with some effort, from this expression.
Before the work of these authors using became
available, a different derivation of these matrix elements was attempted 
(Bedford (1968)).
3.3 Boosts in Unitary Representations
We begin by making the assumption of a linear equation of 
motion for the state vectors in a particular representation. This is no more 
than an assumption of relativistic invariance (Le Couteur (1950a)), but it has 
the advantage of expressing this symmetry in a neat and compact way. We 
assume, then, that we can write,
x )  ( r j \ > o (3. 11)
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o r, m ore explicitly, using a ( j 0)f )  b asis ,
frK ) U 0<T)"y )  *
j/
<U<rj''X'l pjA > = 0
The form  of the oc m a tric e s  appearing in (3.11) and (3.12),
(3.12)
( j o ' f ' j ' y  I ^  I )o (T j " \ ’ y  » is com pletely determ ined by the 
requ irem en t of Lorentz invariance.
Using equ. (3.1), we can w rite  from  (3.12) the following equation
fo r the boosts:
£  (  </.'«■';V I ^  t j . r  j * A " >  p
)
J0 <r
V  r x V ' ^  ^  = 0  • <313)
Explicit expressions fo r the oc m a tric e s  have been d e te r­
mined by a num ber of au thors (Le C outeur (1950b), Naim ark (1957), G el’^and 
(1963)). We shall consider a boost in the -d irection , and we therefo re  
requ ire  only «'o and (see Appendix A). Now, the «?Ts have non­
zero m atrix  elem ents ^  j 0 <T/ I oc only if,
(3. 14)
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or
( u /}cr/ ) - ( j>,  1) (3. 15)
It will be sufficient for our purpose to consider only the interlocking 
representations, ( j o  > r )  and (
We notice first that c ( 0 and connect only those
states with the same value of the spin-projection \  . Also, Töl
commutes with J (  ^ , and so \  is unchanged by a boost in the
£ -direction. We can therefore rewrite equ. (3.13), ik fAe
< h r i'lI ( * . p o  -  < * t / 0 I  j',1-1 0- j " A >  c L J°*' r ( « )
J J * J
/ )o / v
x  cL  ,  • M  = o
J AJ
(3.16)
and
^7, < J*+' r  j ' * 1 - *Tp?) > c t J* 3", (<*/
J J " A )
where
/->»+' IT
- > c  cL . £ * )  -  O (3.17)
J Aj
U )  '■  ^  ^ ) •
Using the expressions for the cK, matrices given in Appendix
A, we can write (3. 16) and (3.17) as,
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M*-' ^ ~ > l ------- J i
*  4 1 T f t J'fjVO
and
ft*- j ^ v d C / w . ]  ‘
( Z * ! ) 1 -  »V
4- - 3  7
C<J©'> J
-X  I [iv ‘-W [i'-n ,< .l f  iV i-ll"'
‘*'1 j'*-V J
(3. 18)
o
In these equations we have w ritten J? s /») •
(3. 19)
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The following boundary conditions apply to the physical 
situations of in te re s t”
1. d t yJ >)
( * - o  ) -  S j ' / j (3.20)
2.
O0
J '  Jo
1 4 7  m t
= £ ,  A f . M
/ - j o  J
c4 ’5r 6 * ) = I
''AJ 1 (3.21)
3. ( c*)  Z 0 C'f i '  ^  /  < / j, 1 (3. 22)
4. J JorlA. •J A J C°<) f  o  c-p i  w j / AI
(3.23)
These equations express: (1) Nothing happens to the state  when it is  not 
boosted. (2) N orm alization. (3) We know that in rep resen ta tions of 
in te re s t j  , j * lj„ I , l j „  I + I , ----- - and also (4)
A -  ~ -  -  -  +  j j ; J  .
These equations, (3.18) and (3. 19), a re  coupled difference 
equations of f ir s t  o rd e r in j 0 , and second o rd e r  in . L ater, we
shall w rite  them  as a single fourth o rd e r difference equation in the one 
variab le, j '  . But f irs t, we exam ine some special cases.
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3 .3 .1  M ajorana R epresentations
In the preceding chap ter we pointed out that rep resen ta tions 
of the com plete Lorentz group could be form ed from  represen ta tions of the 
p ro p e r group by taking the d irec t sum of conjugate rep resen ta tions,
• W ritten in te rm s of j Q and t f  th is is ,
(equ. (1.27)), (  j ayr ) ($) ( - j 0J <T) • Thus there  is  the possib ility
of having conjugate rep resen ta tions which a re  interlocking (in the sense of 
(3.14)) if j 3. . If we take as well the very special case  of cr *■ o ,
we obtain the sim plest, no n -triv ia l, unitary  irreducib le  rep resen ta tion  of the 
p ro p e r Lorentz group, the M ajorana rep resen ta tion  (M ajorana (1932)).
Before proceeding with the M ajorana case, we note that 
(3.18) o r (3.19) im plies a m ass spectrum  fo r a C j\> >cr  ^ rep resen ta tion .
Allowing oi to go to zero , and using (3. 20), we obtain,
(we have absorbed the a rb itra ry  fac to r into ) o This m ass
spectrum  can be easily  changed into one m ore in keeping with p a rtic le  
resonance data, fo r exam ple, by the choice of field equation,
( * •  f  "  K .  f 7' )  I f>J X  > -  O (3.25)
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instead of (3. 11). The m ass spectrum  is  then,
*j
[ - )o(jo+o j
>c
; -----  (3 2 6 )
Because p 1, is  a Lorentz invariant, the use of (3. 25) and (3. 26) instead of 
(3.11) and (3. 24) leads to the sam e equation fo r . (•< ) .
Returning to the M ajorana case , we note that when j 0 ~ )
tfz. o in (3.18) and (3.19), these two equations fo r JL/v'°  and 
respectively , a re  identical. T herefore , up to a facto r of modulus 1,
41, <“ > -  4« -- <y (3. 27)
Then, defining,
r4 -  .  f>/h - , f t / h . (3.28)
equ. (3.18) is , in th is special case ,
) ' + (
~ i ~ (#■
+ [ y l - sL O (3.29)
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This equation is identical with the one which would be obtained 
by coupling the rep resen ta tions ( t f ,  and ( < ,  which a re  also 
irreduc ib le  and unitary  (see equ. (1,76), (1,77)), A solution to (3.29) gives
both °  and A °  ^
' j ' A jl'y)
Equation (3.29) is sim plified by the substitution,
cH y  - F/ (3.30)
and becom es,
Fj-,
-[(V.OU,
+ ( i ' - H f y . ,
When J r  A > the A dependence can be factored 
out by w riting (3.31), j  , as,
-(‘fe’jf.v * f,,,]
.(» „ ’[ f,.,, - ( < & % ]  - - o  > (3.32)
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which has a solution,
f .  -  /  .  /  s U ^  l ' ’ ' (3.33)
I' V cUm. ) ~ \ C Uu)
(c .f. M ajorana (1932)). It is  sa tisfac to ry  that —> 0 as j ^
because the sL « / Cc L *  + i ) ^  (
In the general case , (3.31) has the form  of the standard  
"hypergeom etric difference equation" (Batchelder (1927), equ. 102), and 
we can w rite  a solution (Batchelder (1927), equ. 145(d)),
r ( ; / ,  xw)rfr-Jd
s W * 7 r ( j ' - j i - i )
X
1*7 0  V X +- ( , , \ - j  j ' - j + l  , ) . (3.34)
eh«*'l
This would appear to be a solution only when jv £ j  because 
of the c ;  j  ' . j  ^  ( in
F ( «, 6; c ) = ( ( V “i i  4. <4 6-(6-4-0 -----  )
We can show, however, that the polynomial (because A 6- ö  , the 
hypergeom etric s e r ie s  te rm inates) (3.34) is  indeed a solution fo r j'<- j * 
with j '<—> j  , and << —> as may be expected for a unitary
rep resen ta tion  (c .f. equations (3.71) and (3.75i).
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Consider the function
" ( ) ' ■<•>)■ ( / - A ) .1 1 /  c )
.  O a ) ! ( / - a >! J  v i u  7
j - j
f O 'v 'U i . a- / »  y w + i , ci ^ / )c/t«< V I
Expanding the hypergeometric function, we have
(3.35)
V 'Jr (l+xv-(i'-M ] V _  .
L <;+xv v * u /
( -— f ( +  ^ ^  ^ + _+I (j'-jV-L ( j ' - } * * }  \ c M+ +\ i  »I
+ ( X + O (jVA + l+ ' OC A-j ) ---- ( A -j f v  X / U y ^ f  ^
( j  - j + i  \ --------- ( f ' -  j + ^  + t )  Qh  -h  )!
-v - -  j ?r (3. 36)
When ( j ' - j  , the denominator of the
term  of f J including the factor , , will be (negative
integer) , so that contributions vanish. When j ^ —j  4 ** + / =■ o 
the denominator is O J  - | , and the numerator has a factor
negative integer. The succeeding term s, with
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j  J  — p  ~  I , ~ " w i l l  be
+  - - - - - - -  (  A - j  ) -  -  -  C A  - I v p ^  I  U io c^ l  Y  ^  ^— (_ _  j  ( 3  3 7 j
& l  p \  C&*H 7 (f>± j- j ') [  J
and w i l l  vanish when p  - j '  -  ( -  #  and subsequently. E xtrac ting  
the fa c to r
( j- i 'O l
c-)1'1 CjV a v f i - M .1 / j u w  y ' - j
O ' f - X ) !  c,'-x)v 4- i  /
fro m  (3.37), we can w r ite  (3.36) as,
' I*"'1 /q«-i)J' V c ) J'J,K
_ (/♦»)' (i'-X)! I (i-j')J { sU !
F (j + A + i , A-j', j - j '+ » , ) . (3,38)
Because -  s. ^ - ^ r  , and s L  ~  ^  , (3.38) is
S^ oc C & % t+ I
ju s t (3. 35) w ith  j  j  '  , ^  —> -  <<
Th is  function, (3.35) o r  (3.38), is  a so lu tion to equ. (3.31),
and so,
. 0 > A ) . ' ( / - » !  j  ( j ' - j ) '
X
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/  / C ’i t t )  f 0 * '+ A + f  , A -J J / ' - j V  # , ^  ) <3 - 39>
^  7 cUd M
where V j^  ( * )  is  a no rm a liza tion  constant to be determ ined fro m  the 
conditions (3.20), (3.21).
(3.21) gives im m ed ia te ly ,
Lo)
, (3.39) is ,
f  c?
j
£ < o  - a/  
; CVT>.
X —L _  (  -J
(/'-)>! V sU ) (3.40)
so that (3. 20) gives,
iJ-" ( . * )  2 _  t-j '+j Hj^j -i ) --------( y /- j 4  0  /  - t I J I (3.41)
J1 J 's j ( I p 7 l  J >
where the sum on j /  is  fro m  j  and not because J - A  >
and,(3. 23), j ' i l X l  . But (3.41) is ,
"«<-'('" (%') * (%"J V - )*
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= ( « )  F  ( i ; + t  )
and therefo re ,
« / , ,  u >  -
(3.42)
(3.43)
Now, equ. (3. 29) is even in A , and so a re  the boundary 
conditions, and also (NBS 15 .3 .3 ),
F G ' A - h ,  A - j  )
CUai !
---------> (3.44)
so that (3. 38) is even in A > and consisten t with (3. 43) if,
A/-. Coi) =: f— ^-- )\  X ^ { (3.45)
F acto rs like
*  C j -X)
^  can be excluded by the re la tion  (3. 75i),
The norm alized  boost m atrix  in the M ajorana represen tation
is  therefore,
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D . * -  U )  -- l >  ‘  U)
jV ;a jVjA
r r.v >
( / - ; ) !
yt
Q V A ),1 ( j ' -XV  1 *■ 
OVA)! 0  - A) j J
A K
fo r J / ^  J » and (3.46) with j  > j  , ^ ^  fo r
It ag rees with the expression  obtained in a different way by B arut (1967).
3 . 3 . 2  R epresentation  ( jo,  o' ), with A - j
We f ir s t  r e s tr ic t  ourse lves to 0  
in (3.18), and making the substitution,
k <r Putting j  ~ ~ z
J Aj ’ J '
Ov a )! ( j ' - r ) ! ( j V l 1 
O'-A)) (j-  rV Cj +f)! j'.1
(throughout we shall use (^(X) f for p  (c i -h ) ) we obtain,
-H
1" ÖjV4rO ^ ( 2JV+ 1 ) X (T ] X ,L j ' ( j ' + 1)  J y
1.46)
J •
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♦ ‘4 - ’ f ' ! *  .  ( / - » ) - C ,  •  oj 7 j - i (3.47)
When A - j  , we follow the lead of equ. (3. 32) and facto r out 
the X dependence in the sam e way,
( j “ M  £ ( jv+ I - <r) ( j \  I -HT )
-  Ov.y,r i i
L
+  G'+hl fv Vc,4  > ' - i ]  * (3.48a)
t  ^ (j'+ \ ~ <  ) (jv+( + <r) -T VVa
/■H
To deriv e  th is , notice that,
) A 
j ' ( j vVr}
I
A '
£?Af ()  -
(3.48b)
(3.49)
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Because these two te rm s a re  very s im ila r  in s tru c tu re , we shall 
try  to solve (3 .48) by putting each te rm  = o  (c .f. (3.32)). M oreover, the 
f ir s t  te rm  has essen tia lly  the form  of a hypergeom etric difference equation,,
It is not quite standard , but we shall try  a solution of the form ,
X  1 F (AC/ ' ) , 6- O') ,c  , *  ) (3' 50)
w here X and £  a re  functions of %< , and a  Cj’O  > e t c . , a re
lin ea r in j f  , and may involve <r . One can quickly determ ine that if
a  , (r , and c  a re  all of the form  j / ± ( r \  j v -OC/ » the
recu rren ce  re la tions look nothing like (3.48a). The choice,
X j /  F ()'+«',  )'+ 0, ZjOc',2- )  (3.51)
however, might work, because (Appendix B) 
fii: ^  P ( c l + (  ( r + { ,
- c(c- 0  r (  ^ 4- CZccL/c)*
C c - 6 0  L C -  O
c C c - t } 
(c~a)Cc-6X
P (*■-(, <r-/ , c - 2  ) £  )  =
(3. 52)
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A bit of a lgeb ra  shows that if (3.51) is  substituted into (3.48a), with
X' -  ^ - 2 sL*c (cLa? _ sb-?) - ( - e ^
) c ' - a ;
(3.48a) and (3,52) a re  identical, and so
(3.53)
f iV
f  ( j '+l -r ,  j'+ K , 2/4 i , /- ) . (3.54)
is a roo t of (3.48a). Is it also a root of (3.48b)?
In the next section, w here we tre a t  the general case , we shall 
find, along with o ther index sym m etries, the relation,
-a ~ciJ:r. (oc) -  eCp
J Aj I A J
This allows us to say som ething about the j  0 dependence of the tr ia l 
function (3. 54) even though we have re s tr ic te d  ourse lves to j q ~
The re la tio n  (NBS 15. 3 .3 ),
F ( j '*■' - Ir , J '+ K
-  ( |--a-)<r 4 F , jv +- 4 , 2/'+2 , * ) (3.55)
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im plies that if we include a fac to r (  / — ^  in (3.54), and w rite ,
+  e (  <f)  -  ( 3
j
x  I- C j  + - 1 -  <r > j ^  f t j  t? j V  2 ? ^  ^ (3.56)
we obtain the requ ired  sym m etry  in  j  and xr . We have w ritten  
J 4-  j  /
instead of because of (3.20), and (3.56) is s till
a root of (3.48a).
Substitution of (3.56) into (3.48b) gives
d)j jo~2r (j‘‘r) x
*f j  (j'+l +<r ^  ( j  V i - c r ) ■£* F(j<tZ-< r , i'rZ^o , <^ 'V -t)
-  (i Vi) + ] FCj'+t - r j ' + i + j ,  t Zj'+z
+ b ' ^ 0 1 F ( j ' + t - r  ) jv +- I- /*  , V V l  , *  ) j* .
The curly  b racket is  identical with the recu rren ce  re la tion  (Appendix B),
(3.57)
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-  £ cCc-fOi c (c -n )c  ( \ - e )
f  c -ct ^
(3. 58)
fo r  ou r choice o f a  , 6- , C (3.53), so that (3.56) is  a so lu tion  to (3. 48).
We have thus obtained the (not norm alized) function
We have not yet fu lly  exp lo ited the index sym m etries , but we shall do so in  the 
next section where we discuss the general case.
3 .3 .3  The G eneral Case
3. 3. 3 .1  The D ifference Equation in  One Variab le  
Equations (3,18) and (3.19) are coupled d iffe rence equations in  
j / and j o . I f  we w r ite  the ’ s in  (3.18) in  te rm s  o f the ’ s
in  (3.19), and at the same tim e  make the substitu tion ,
x
f  j '+t+so > 2j > + 2 . )
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JL J» = f 6V+A V ( i'+tr'i! (S'+h) ! f*  FJ.
J '  l ( r - i ) !  (i'-r>!(;'-j-0) ! j  j '
we obtain the fourth o rder,  homogeneous, l inear difference equation, 
F . ^  [  p* Xj/ XjvM ( jy + z •*-j „ 1 ( i ' f  I t-jo) ( /  v % ) ]
+ FjvJ, [~P Xjv I (Po-p
+ ( Pc+ 1» R j v ) ( ; )  Cj v  I + ; „ ) }  (/<■ k  ) ]
^ ^ j '  [  P XjV Yj/+( C j ^ j 04- l )( j  '+h+z)  +•
+• ( p„ •*- p f\»>)  ( pa - p ( j y+ j , + 0 O V o )
+ r z Yj'Xjc, (j'-jo)(j'-j0-') ~ x z ]
4  Fj i °  [ ” l° Li'  ^ (p .-p K jV - ,  ) G v- ' ' j o K j y- J . )
+  (po + p ß , • ' ) ( / ' ♦  <+/„) ( / - ) ' * )  ]  ]
+ F ,y  l f ‘ ¥ < > . ,  -- ®
w here
X v  -  CjV-hi f  A) 6 v4 l +  r )
(3.60)
(3.61)
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Y _  ( j  -  A )
2-i' ( J/~ i )
f\;, ^  _ A j ^ _  (3.62)
J } fU'+ 0
I f  we u til iz e  the mass spectrum  (3. 24), and o< defined by (3. 28), we obtain, 
a fte r some tedious algebra, the d iffe rence equation,
( f ' U j - X  t  j t ) ( j V < - l 4 i r ) ( | v i l U ) ( ) V4 I K j V+■>+*•)
(/'+*<,,) ( j '+ O  J
+  F:j'+l ( Ä 5 ,  '  S i i ‘M -» W ^ A > ( ,W )]
-* F;. [  ( i'. s) )6< ") *
*• (j-Vd'^'
(iv-K)i'(j'+o(i'* m .)
azj? 4- a v s  cAj'-iM+i;.*')' 
* Cj'- iUj'+JO J
4 ^
X j'o <r
sUu /
4 Fi '-2
V - O ' - ' K / ' - U  j  = 0
(3.63)
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w here
1 J-r  /_N -  /'*/.)! ( i ' . ' l l l ' r1 ’ -1 ,v (3.63a)
Equation (3.63), with the boundary conditions (3. 20)-(3. 23), is 
valid fo r any irreduc ib le  rep resen ta tion  £ya) cr) . For finite rep resen ta tions, 
we m ust add the condition,
£t J‘<r. 60 S O <Jf j ' J  > T' I (3.64)
and rep lace fy, in (3. 63) by olj ,  from  (3,36a), and divide o u t  the 
P  functions. F or the W einberg represen ta tion ,
Cjo><r) = (*,*+/) (3.65)
only one value of j  and j  / is  allowed, nam ely 5 , and (3 63) te lls  us
nothing. However, fo r the vector represen ta tion ,
= >  C)c)<rl ** (3.66)
which contains the spins j > jv  -  o , I , we im m ediately obtain,
(oo U )
(3. 67)
*
See p . 6 5 a .
jSThe explicit form of eq.(3«63) for is
°S u.k.i v-(A<^  0'*%)(/'«*)
+ f.r • r Ajft(T
/()'+>HM)
Vv
+ (f-r
t> / j o V t A ’/ »  A V V ^ V 1 - f  ( i ' l i i i ) C * ' * i . W lJ l
( j ' - i ) / ( j 'n  ) ( i '*  () z. O'-1 > G M )  j
,V"t l.'i i’-M/J - A ;.f C*4.°\ 06<) j'G^O
+ dJSj-z >Aj 1 UMiC^JLj'- ^ j[0 ^ V j^o V J frV -rJ j
,11^
* W-iW-1\j•f
= 0
w here we have used (3. 20).
3. 3. 3 .2  U nitarity  and the Index Sym m etries
O ur concern  in th is chap ter is with unitary rep resen ta tions.
Because,
U [ l m ] - e  (3-69>
fo r  a boost in the 2- -d irec tion ,
a [u - o ]  = e " tV c T m t  e  cV J<73 « / o. to,
since j Ql com m utes with itse lf. (3.70) is true w hether the rep resen ta tion  
is  unitary o r not. If it is  unitary ,
U*[ t-U)] - a ' 1 I l m ] » U. [l(—c)J (3.71)
o r  in te rm s  of the m atrix  elem ents,
(3.72)
F o r the principal s e r ie s  of unitary  rep resen ta tions, j  ■= in teger o r J  - 
in teger, ( f  is pure  im aginary. In equ. (3.63) and its  boundary conditions,
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the on ly  com plex number which appears is  , so that,
<•<>
- < r
-  cLJ° 7
J'XJ
(3.73)
and the u n ita r ity  condition is ,
4 - Jo (3. 74)
We note the fo llow ing  p rope rtie s  o f equ. (3. 63)-(3.63*) fo r
d t  "!* . t * * - )  , and its  boundary conditions, (3. 2 0 )-(3 .23).
J A J
1. Invariance under j  Q > A
2. Invariance under sim ultaneous change o f sign o f any 
two o f A > j 0 ) < T
3. Changing the s ign  o f ® <  along w ith  any one o f A j  0 > 0 "  
only changes the sign of the second and fou rth  te rm s .
Equ. (3 .63)-(3.63a) its e lf,  w ithou t the boundary conditions, is  com plete ly 
sym m etric  in  A , j  and <T .
F rom  these observations, along w ith  (3. 74), we im m edia te ly 
obtain the fo llow ing im p o rtan t sym m etry  re la tio ns  m ore d ire c t ly  than is possible 
using the S L C ^ O  method,
'S
(3. 75a)
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= cL'uT' M <3' 75b>j yjv J - Xj
.  * - ■ > • - ?  u ) <°>
J 'A  J
= u '
(d)
- (e)
(f)
.  C- ) ' v (g)
• 4 ; '  < - > (h)
(i)
/  JThe facto r ( - )  com es from  property  3 of equ. (3.63), and
(3.20). These re la tions a re  all consistent with our M ajorana resu lt, 
equ. (3.46).
We shall now use these sym m etries, in conjunction with the 
re su lts  fo r the M ajorana case, (3.46), and C \  > <f) J  -  \  case,
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/ j b  < r
(3.59), to obtain an expression fo r  the high energy l im i t  of ei . . in
J 1J
the general case.
3 .3 . 3 .3  The High Energy L im it  in  the General Case 
Consider the high energy behaviour o f (3.46), the M ajorana
case, fo r  J '  >y j
When \  = j  , z ( , and so
> 4 ^  -  *( ( \  + i )
F o r X  <■ J , using (NBS 15. 3 .6) we w r ite
(3.76)
- >
J Aj cy-s)?
( j V  A )J ( j - A ) 1
. O V A ) '  ( j - » . '
7 '4
4- e > O'-Off-ZA-O,1
£  ( ' ' j - A - O U ; / - ; ) . '
n - ZX  iA<< ( | V- jM  (*■ A -I X1
^ j'+ A ) (3.77)
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If \  > o  , the second te rm  is  [  (wjA+ive  /*.f J] -  6 . 
In the f i r s t  te rm ,
( - j - 1 - 0 !  o a )1
(3.78)
If A <l 0 , the f i r s t  te rm  is ! ] i  o, and (3. 78) applies,
A -~> & , w here \ - - > r  . Thus,
1 1 °  /  \  r  \ J ' l M  //  + -. i  oc -><=£> ) — > ( - }  T  X
JA J
f*>l!
( j v +<Xl).( ( j + / * / ) !  ] l/t (3.79)
for < a S j
The high energy lim it of (3. 59), using (NBS 15.3. 6), fo r
j  ' * i  is
^ « O  - >  ( ? ) 1^ X
r<
(jv+>>! (i'-rl! ()V<-<Q!| ^  * 0 " j0  - (j'+ j0- t )
. ( ) • ' -  X)! < / - r j !  ( j t < r ) i j  e  e
0^T7p~yi (3.80)
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Consider the ot dependence of (3. 80). 
If we had
+ (3.81)
instead of £  J (which would not change things for X - j  ),
then the oc -dependence of (3. 80) would be
( ;
1 -  L'-'X)
+ C ) e
*C-r-\ +Jo-X )
(3. 82)
A factor gT* has been included so that (3. 82) reduces to the normalized (3.79) 
From (3.75 a, b), we write this as
\ j , + X I )  x ( - < r - / - l j -  X  U
(  ) e  + C ) e (3.83)
This is easily  seen to give the behaviour (3.79) for either ( ^ >c?) or ( < 3 ,  
and of course, gives (3. 80) when j Qr £  ^ A - J
Comparison of (3.79), (3. 80) and (3. 83), and making use of the 
index sym m etries (3.75, allow us to write the (not normalized) high energy 
behaviour in the general case
< L y l- («->«>)& [( t j ' t -Ofo+i)]  K
i2/,n fwn Cj'-ixi)!  ( i  - I H ) !  C.
<4
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(j %r)\ ( )¥<r)\ I
(y + f ) !  ( j  + cr) !
g ^ ) ! j
V% *  ( ~ r - t  ~ ( j r M )  
e (3.84)
This has the righ t j '  dependence to satisfy  equations (3. 29) 
and (3.47) in the M ajorana, and > A - j  cases respectively . It
a lso  sa tisfies  the index sym m etries  (3.7 5).
Equ. (3. 84) indicates that if we separa te  the boost function into
A y  . («■) - T  / 1 . ( « )  +  4 V * ( * 0J'AJ J *J t ' * )
h<r -J. - T
-• f / ; / '
then the -f 's  have well defined a«sym ptotic behaviour given by the two te rm s  
in (3. 84). This decom position corresponds to that perform ed  by Sciarrino  
(1967), equ. A l l ,  into " rep resen ta tio n  functions of the second kind". The 
correspondence is not exact because Sciarrino  obtains
■/
x ~ u; r
I ' S j
()'+«-)! cl Jj<r. ( j  - t),1 
( j '-<-)! J »  ( j'+(t1 !
(3. 86)
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instead  of our
>
(3.75c)
the d ifference being a phase factor.
The significance of these rep resen ta tions of the second kind with
re sp ec t to Lorentz group rep resen ta tions is  c larified  in the next section, w here
we obtain the high energy behaviour of boosts in a d ifferent way.
3 .4  Boosts from  ( >jg^ , (/4> ft) R epresentations
■«A
The Lorentz group genera to r s and i. (equations
(1 .19)-(1. 24)) a re  angular m om enta -  they satisfy  angular momentum 
com m utation ru le s  -  re g a rd le ss  of the rep resen ta tion . R aising and lowering 
o p e ra to rs  can be constructed  in the usual way:
K t  | M >  * [ U  + A)( lct  (fe i> (3.87)
(3. 88)
w here
Kt * K, t  f  Kt , L+ * (3. 89)
In the case  of finite rep resen ta tions, U. , X , A  and &
a re  all in teg ers  o r  J  in teg e rs . A s ta rtin g  value for A is taken in the
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interval -  It -S A ^  U. , and the range of A in the representation is 
bounded at - k  and f  U by (3.87). Similarly for ß . One could, of 
course, start outside the range - U £ A  ^ k , say with A < -  U , and 
the range of A would then be -  A & - (U+() . Or, one
could start above, and obtain a representation with (U+{) £ 4  * 00 
Similar considerations apply to ß . Representations with U and A 
not both an integer or J  integer (and similarly X  and ß  ) are inevitably 
infinite - the ranges are unbounded both above and below.
In the case of unitary representations, we have seen that the 
principal series occurs for j  an integer or J integer, and a~ pure 
imaginary. In this case 4.= £ Cjo+ <r -  1) and ^ = +
are complex, but equations (3. 87) and (3.88) remain valid. What about the 
range of values of A and ß ?
We have seen (Section 1. 2. 5) that for a given ( j o > <r) ,
the representation space can be completely spanned by a countably infinite 
number of vectors specified by
>* b ' J  , b'el * 1 , -----  ) a~ J- A - - j  ; - j ‘+ ( , - - - + j
In terms of the variables ( lc and A , ß  , Iverson (1968) takes the 
spectrum of eigenvalues of to be continuous, and writes
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A -  i(\- C * )  , <? = t ( A f c ^ )  <3-90)
with -  /y  <c_ , re a l and continuous. We p re fe r  to work with a
d isc re te  spectrum  for 4  and {5 and so obtain again a countably infinite 
rep resen ta tion . F urtherm ore , in o rd e r to have a well defined starting  value 
fo r A and 6  , we shall re s tr ic t  our considerations to ranges of A and
S  bounded e ith e r above o r below by equations (3, 87) and (3. 88).
If we choose A s U. as one value, fo r exam ple, then from  (3. 87) 
the possib le values of A  a re
------- ~  (3.91)
because, since <T is  im aginary, the se r ie s  is  not bounded below by (3.87).
We have the following possib le ranges fo r  A and g  in irreducib le  
rep resen ta tions, schem atically:
k
- k
- ( k + l )
-e
- j *
- U - w )
Fig. 3, 1 -  The range of A and 8 . Wavy lines rep re sen t a d isc re te  
s e r ie s  of complex num bers differing by in tegers.
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Out of the 16 pairs of / \  - ß  ser ies, only 4 give rise to the 
complete spectrum of integer or \  integer values for X -  A  f ß ,
« «Q <. A «0 . F o r  example, if
A U   ^ 0  -  (  » € -  /u. ^ (3.92)
(here and henceforth, +*> and ^  are positive integers or zero), then
A ~ A + § s (T- i
which is  complex, so that. (3„ 92) may be ruled out. Or, if
then
A “ U   ^ J ß- - (^ I) -As,
A - J o ” I "  ( av ^
(3. 93)
which gives no A values above ) - / » s o  that (3. 93) is out.Jo
The four useful representations are
(a) A  2 & 5 * -£ ■+■ -4A. (3. 94a)
(b) A - “ (  ^ '"M ß> - 0  4" 4s b)
(c) A = -  k -f -w ß  ~  * £ ■ " * % . c)
(d) A - (U + l} 0 d)
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In C hapter Two we gave the form  of ^  -d irec tion  boosts in 
CU^ JL) finite rep resen ta tions (equ. 2.63):
U )  *
I \ j
-  ^  < j ' M k A £ 0  < k A Z $ i  ;A>
4  ß (3.95)
We now assum e that the closed expressions for W igner coefficients given, fo r 
exam ple, in Rose (1957), can be continued to com plex values of ^  , 4  ,
Jt , S . (See, in this connection, Squires (1963)). We can thus w rite  (3. 95), 
fo r  the p rincipal s e r ie s  , as
.( /q -Ö  - * ( 4 - ß )  -iK*
i ' m  *  '  A ß  C  jc
[( j '+u-ty  Cj -O !  x
( m - j ' H  a + i - i  )!U'+\)}  6+M! 6v'^ 'h -M !j \
+ jti)!(L-a )'. ( ü - a ) !  x
U-foi (jt-fi! ci+S).i] ^  <■
£  V)
Mjy'
-12 k  -f j?■5'4 ' j
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x I  [(n-j'+A-v)! ( i «-;+<? -* /) . ' ( U'A <-»)! U -z + r 'y ] *
L G ' k ' - i / ) !  (j  -Jt +h - V/)j (j \  J[ -u) J ( j y \ ~Vf) j  x
U - h - S  t W )  ( L-Z -A  ]  . <3.96)
In th is  expression we have reversed  the o rde r o f U, , A and X  , j? 
in  the second W igner coe ffic ie n t in  (3. 95), g iving r is e  to the com plicated 
exponent o f ( - )  in  ^  . This was done in  o rde r to show that fo r
any o f the representations (3.94), there is  a range of values of ^  y '  g iv ing 
fin ite , non-zero, contribu tions. The sum on y  and i s '  is  re s tr ic te d  to
th is  range. The 1 ,  w i l l  be, in our case, a sum on ^  and a^.
a  6
corresponding to (3. 94a-d).
F rom  (3. 96) we can obtain the cK. dependence of the high energy 
l im i t  d ire c tly . Consider the value of A~B in  the fou r representations (3. 94)
A -  A + ß - j c -
A - ß ~ <T- I - ( s (T- I ~ +- A ~ ■ 97a)
:  < f.  U  j o -  X - 2 ^  (3.97a’ )
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( c )
A f  tS » *>- 1 (‘ ) Jö
A- *2 - ~ o~' 1 -  C * * * ^ 'j“’ i ' t j 0 -h A (3. 97b)
-  -  <r~ f -j  0 -  A -  2 ^ (3 .97b')
A-s-g = ^  J  Q 4* Si «'
A - g  - - <T + ( - - <r f  1 -bj0f \  ^  2 h (3.97c)
-  ~<r f i  - j 0 - A 4- 2 ^
(3 .97cT)
A-t-'S = J  Q  4- r ■’»** )
A - U  - < r + l + C * -  < r + l - j0 + A a- 2 ^ (3 .97d)
” (^4  ^ 4 J 0~ A 4  ^ (3. 97d')
We see im m ediately from  this that the exponential in (3.96), 
, will be unbounded for rep resen ta tio n s  (a) and (b), since
O  < am -n oo • The rep resen ta tions that in te re s t us a re  therefore  (c) 
and (d), because they have w ell defined a isym ptotic  behaviour.
C onsider, fo r exam ple, (3.97c). If a *  ~  o  , the range of
values of A is re s tr ic te d  to A £ -J0 . I f  ^ - 0  in (3 .97c’),
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X £  - j  0 . Hence in (3. 96), the dominant te rm  in can be w ritten
( c ) C
■ ^ “  ((F - f  5 -f I j ,
(3. 98)
in rep resen ta tion  (e). S im ilarly , from  (3, 97d, d') we have
4
I -(&m)
(3.99)
The exponential behaviour of these two rep resen ta tions is  ju s t what we obtained 
for rep resen ta tions of the second kind, equations (3. 84) and (3. 85).
Although the methods described  in this chap ter do not easily  
yield a norm alized closed form  fo r *4. • (®0 , the highly
sym m etrical recu rren ce  re la tion  (3.63) would certain ly  be valuable for 
calculations involving the full JL 's, and not ju st th e ir  high energy lim it as 
in C hapter Five. It could prove s im p ler to calculate the cl ’s by recu rsion  
from  (3. 63) than from  the closed expressions given by Sciarrino  (1967) or
Due (1967).
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CHAPTER FOUR
POINCARE LITTLE GROUP EXPANSIONS
4. 1 Introduction
C onsider the sca tte ring  of two p a rtic le s , depicted schem atically
in Fig. 4. 1.
Fig. 4. 1 - Two partic le  scattering .
We shall specify the s ta te s  of the two partic le  system  by the 4-m om enta of the 
p a rtic le s , along with w hatever o ther num bers a re  requ ired , like spin and 
helicity . For now, we w rite  the s ta te s  j p^ y  , and assum e that they 
form  a com plete set:
£  IfiP.XftPli s I
f i f i
(4.1)
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The existence of an opera to r, 5  » which transfo rm s a given initial state,
, into a final sta te , ( -f > , is  assum ed,
The am plitude, then, that given an in itia l s tate  consisting of p a rtic le s  with 
m om enta p and p2 , we shall find two p a rtic le s  in the final state  
w ith m om enta p 7 and p^/ is
say) nothing about the position in space of these p a rtic le s , if we assum e that the 
in teraction  is of short range (as strong in teractions a re  known to be), then m ost 
of the p a rtic le s  in a sca tte rin g  experim ent w ill not in te rac t at a ll. They will end 
up with the sam e momenta that they s tarted  with. (Obviously, problem s with the 
following decom position a re  hound to a r is e  when one is dealing with infinite 
range fo rces, as in coulomb sca ttering , but the decom position is  s till c a rrie d  
out, even though its  validity is only approxim ate in these cases). As usual, 
then, we decom pose the S  -m atrix , (4.3), into a so -called  disconnected 
and connected p art (Collins (1968))
(4.2)
(4.3)
Because these a re  momentum sta tes , and we have said (and can
S - ! f  cT (4.4)
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o r
(&
( t T > *  R Civr') S
+ i  (zn)^S'fCp1+p,-(ö'-p /)<p'p /|4 lf31p[> J4.5) 
The d ifferen tia l c ro ss-sec tio n  is  defined in te rm s  of the sca tte ring  am plitude
A l f i p . )  . (4.6)
The form  of the disconnected p a rt in (4. 5) com es from  the choice 
of norm alization,
(4.7)
and we have intr oduced the & -function in the connected p a rt to exhibit 
explicitly total four momentum conservation.
The S  -m a trix  (and consequently the sca ttering  amplitude,
(4 .6 )), is  assum ed to be invariant under inhomogeneous Lorentz transfo rm ations, 
as w as d iscussed  in the Introduction. This allows us to w rite  (4. 6) (we a re  
neglecting spin fo r  now) in te rm s  of the Lorentz invarian t variab les
S -  t  = , (4.8)
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and we w rite  A  ($ , £  )  . What we want to do now is to see if Poincare
invariance can be used to help us find a complete set of functions in which to 
expand , such that we obtain inform ation about how to introduce dynam ics
into the descrip tion  of the p ro cess . Specifically, we want an expansion which 
sep a ra te s  the dynam ics from  the k inem atics. This is essen tia lly  what we a re  
doing when we w rite  an equation of motion -  we w rite  down the kinem atical 
content (free-fie ld  equation, say) and obtain a p rescrip tio n  fo r putting in the 
dynam ics (e. g. potentials).
In this chapter, we shall use as the com plete set of expansion 
functions the rep resen ta tion  functions of the little-g roup  appropria te  to the 
physical situation.
4. 2 T im elike Little-G roup A nalysis 
4 . 2 . 1  P a rtia l Wave Expansion
A fam ilia r example of little  group expansions, although it is  not 
norm ally  introduced as such, is the d irec t channel p a rtia l wave expansion.
C onsider a sca tte ring  p ro cess  in the physical region of the 
-channel (Fig. 4.2).  (We a re  using the -channel here  to fac ilita te  
the passage a little  la te r  to the Regge represen ta tion  of high energy sca ttering  
in the % -channel).
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Fig. 4. 2 -  Physical 4  -channel sca ttering .
The helicity amplitude is
j v i  # ^  j
(4.9)
w here
t -  f f . + p / ) 5- » £ (4.10)
and the A ’s are the helicities of the various particles.
In the *£ -channel C .M . system , the in itial s ta te , ^  , may
be specified in te rm s  of
\ * n
(4.11)
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the total energy, and
p ‘ p .-p/ , A - <4-12>
the relative momentum and total helicity (the helicities line up). We require as 
well the total angular momentum quantum number, j . In the final state, (j§) 
the corresponding variables are
(energy conservation), and
(4 . 13)
f / %
as well as j  * = j  
the possible values of
(angular momentum conservation), 
j are
(4 . 14)
For given helicities,
)
(4 . 15)
since A^ \ / - j) t > , -  - - *  j  •
Since our aim is to separate dynamics from Kinematics, we expand
A in terms of representations of the transformation which takes us from initial
to final state; this is the dynamical change. Because P , the total energy, is
the same in both states, the appropriate transformation is an element of the sub­
group of the Poincare group which leaves P invariant, i . e. ,  the P little- 
group. This is the rotation group 0 ( l )  , (or its covering group $ U t  if
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\  in teger angular momenta are involved), because p  is  pu re ly  t im e lik e  (see 
Section 1. 2. 2). The p a rt ic u la r  trans fo rm a tion  is  a ro ta tion  through the C„ M. 
sca tte ring  angle,
U n ita ry , ir re d u c ib le  representations of the ro ta tion  group occur
fo r *■ 5 , and -J
(Section 1. 2. 2), and the representation functions 0 ^  are w e ll known 
(Rose (1957)). I f  we choose the g- -a x is  along p  , the in it ia l re la tive  
momentum, and ignore fo r  s im p lic ity  the azim utha l dependence, we can thus 
expand the h e lic ity  am plitude, (4. 9), as
<x%■ r  Z Va a j
A3>
) J
JAA OJ . <4 1 6 >
The sum on j  is  in  in teger steps, and is the angle between p
and p /  . The fa c to r L '& j - f i )  is  included fo r  convenience; i t  could
be included in
oo
I f  the p a rtic le s  are spinless, A ~ A'* s © , and
)  , and (4.16) s im p lif ie s  to
(4.17)
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4 . 2 . 2  Regge-poles
The preceding analysis was fo r sca ttering  in the physical 
-channel. It can be continued into the physical $  -channel and used in a 
pole approxim ation to high energy sca ttering . We give here  a b rie f account of 
the Som m erfeld-W atson transform ation; fo r de tails, see, e . g . , Squires (1963).
We define a function OiC)jt") such that (a) &Cj q t )  s  f r j ö t )
(equ. 4. 17) fo r  j  lj  ------  , (b) is bounded by a power
of j  as j  -r> in Rm, j  >  -  \  , (c) Ol Cj ^ )  is holomorphic
but fo r sim ple poles in ~ ^  . Equ. (4. 17) can now be w ritten
-  TT £
p&hs i
fgc. ( -  < M _ (4.18)
TT
H ere the sum  on j  in (4.17) has been replaced by a contour along the rea l 
ax is, and th is contour has been opened up (as in Fig. 4. 3), thus picking up the 
poles in öl at *C£‘ C t ' )  , with residues
Condition (b) has allowed us to neglect the contribution from  the sem icirc le  
a t .
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x
f
/
✓
y
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I
3  ^ _  _  „  -  ^
- * C i sö
Fig. 4. 3 - The Som m erfeld-W atson contour.
The value of the expression  (4. 18) in high energy £ -channel 
sca tte ring  lies in the belief that am plitudes can be rep resen ted  by pole te rm s  
only, continued to the physical £ -channel, and that these poles w ill correspond 
to the exchange of known "p a rtic le s" , o r perhaps, system s of p a rtic le s , observed 
in o ther contexts. A pole in in the variab le j  C j w}  (the
invariant) a t d.Ok) (joCCk)i't j  , a "Regge-pole", can be expanded in a 
neighbourhood of fig  ~ in teger, X  , (Collins (1968)) as
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<xC),t)  = (2ai_±Oj3
(t- 1  %.* )
(4.19)
This has the form  of a B reit-W igner resonance of m ass  {/X T , and width
# “Eas= (4.20)
*6
This provides the desired  connection between the Regge-pole and an exchanged 
"p artic le"  o r ’.’resonance" of spin jf, • F urtherm ore , if the pole moves past 
a num ber of in teger values of as if: , the momentum tran sfe r, varies, 
then the corresponding p a rtic le s  have been grouped into a family -  they lie 
on a single Regge tra jec to ry .
The Regge-pole descrip tion  of high energy sca tte ring  is  obtained 
from  (4.18) by replacing ) by its leading te rm
( - (4.21)
F o r equal m a s s e s , z, 2 aa* ?  ,
it is custom ary to take % n *  2 ^  2  % for all tra je c to rie s .
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The high energy pole approxim ation is then, from  (4.18),
FT
(4.22)
So the hope is that high energy sca ttering  may be rep resen ted  by
poles corresponding to p a rtic le s  whose in ternal quantum num bers allow them 
to be exchanged, and fu rther, that these p a rtic le s  can be grouped together on 
p o le -tra jec to rie s . There is mounting evidence that this is  no vain hope (see 
Collins (1968), Svennson (1967)).
a r is e n  out of the use of the Regge-pole descrip tion, revolving around the 
behaviour of am plitudes as *£• —> O . (See, e . g . ,  Leader (1967), Collins 
(1968)). For example, if the m asses  a re  all unequal, then the rep lacem ent of 
C0*G& by (equ. 4. 21) is  invalid a t because cot /
This problem  can be overcom e by postulating the existence of "daughter 
tra je c to rie s"  for each "paren t" ,
Again, if the p a rtic le s  a re  pa irw ise  of equal m ass, but have spin, then c rossing  
sym m etry im poses constrain ts  on some lin ea r com binations of tf" -channel helicity 
am plitudes. This in turn  e ith e r im poses s tr ic t  re la tionships among various
T here a re , howe ver, a num ber of im portant prob lem s which have
Ct\ -  4 ^ ) (4.23)
tra je c to rie s  (conspiracies), o r in the absence of consp irac ies (evasion),
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sp in-flip  am plitudes at if® Q a re  zero.
A different approach to these difficulties, and to the whole problem  
of high energy cross-channel group expansions, has been pioneered in recen t 
y ea rs  by Joos (1964), Hadjioannou (1966), T oller (1967 a, b), Delbourgo (1967 a, b) 
and o thers. It amounts to exploiting the Poincare invariance m ore fully and m ore 
naturally , by expanding the amplitude in te rm s of rep resen ta tions of the little -  
group of the momentum tra n s fe r . Instead of s tarting  in the physical region of 
the c ross-channel, w here the appropriate  little-g roup  is the ro tation  group, and 
then continuing this to the d irec t channel physical region of in te re s t, as  is the 
case  with the c ro ss-channel Regge represen ta tion , one begins in the physical 
region of the d irec t channel, and stays there .
We shall now give b rie f derivations of these expansions, which 
we hope make up for in physical content what they lack in rig o r. F or a m ore 
com plete d iscussion, see the w orks cited above.
4. 3 Space-like Little-G roup Analysis
C onsider the sca tte ring  of two p a rtic le s  with non-zero  momentum 
tran sfe r. (For equal m ass  p a rtic le s , £  *€ < o> ' ). It is
convenient in this case to use the S -channel "brick-w all"  fram e, as in
Fig. 4 .4 .
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'f t
Fig. 4 .4  -  S -channel fram e.
The " in i t ia l ”  *£ -channel pseudo-state, , (the te rm
"pseudo-sta te" is  used because the fact that we are in  the physica l S -channel 
requ ires  that (A ) be w ritte n  J j® \  )> 'C f / A f  I ra th e r than
( p A i % I f /  " ^  » i t  i s n° t  a phys ica lly  rea lizab le  in it ia l state)
may be specified by
 ^ p  *  p, + p /  £ 0  <4 - 24)
spin j  , and h e lic ity  (the ^  -component of spin in  ou r case)
(4.25)
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The fin a l pseudo-state, has
p
and
a
«a } <=5i (4 . 26)
(4 . 27)
To obtain the -g -component of spin fro m  the h e lic itie s , A *  and ,
we m ust ro ta te  the states J X-g, V and ^  | in  the h e lic ity
am plitude
0,0/ I A ( S , t )  1 X . X O  (4 . 28)
so that th e ir  spins line  up along the S -ax is :
5
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Then, (4.28) is
y ' ’« AAA
(For e lastic  sca tte ring ,
v
S A  a
(4.31)
, and oo$ 29  s  ^  ‘
So we can define the «S -com ponent of the spin in our final pseudo-sta te  ^6 ^ )
to be
yCa S ygas X a (4.32)
so long as we take into account the rotation m a trices .
Now, the transform ation  in going from  ' t  to (§ / is ju s t a 
-direction boost of magnitude ©i , w here, fo r equal m asses
> (4.33)
o r m ore generally ,
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(We have again om itted consideration of azim uthal dependence). This boost is 
an elem ent of the little-g roup  of the spacelike momentum tran sfe r, p  , 
the 3 -dim ensional Lorentz group, O  I } . (See Section 1. 2. 3).
The principal s e r ie s  of unitary irreducib le  rep resen ta tions of 
this group correspond to j  running continuously from  - t c §  to 
(equ. (1. 56)). This is  the "spin" of the pseudo-sta te  with 
space-like  momentum. We can now expand the amplitude (4. 31) in te rm s of 
the rep resen ta tion  functions Ji. {% ) of this group, in analogy with 
equ. (4.16). Using (4.31), then, we have
An explicit expression has been given (Bargmann (1947)) fo r
g L  y  ■ It ISA
(4.36)
J
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w here, as usual we m ean p  C jV A +- / )  by (  ji - f - X ) !
To use (4.35) in high energy sca ttering , we m ust know the 
high energy behaviour of (4. 36). Using (NBS 15. 3.8) we can w rite  fo r ^  > I
; (4.37)
which has a high energy behaviour given by p  -%> J . Com pare the sp litting  
in (4. 37) into functions having d ifferent a«sym ptotic behaviour with (3. 84).
It is ju st the breakdown into rep resen ta tion  functions of the second kind.
4 “
OK
- J - A  - f
e
If the p a rtic le s  a re  sp in less, (4,35) is
with f** given by (4. 36) o r (4. 37) with
m asses  and sm all , at high energy
(4.38)
3
& O . For pairw ise equal
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^  ^  . (4.39)
If we assum e that ( & )  is m erom orphic in the region
c  j  <  , we can shift the contour in (4.38) to the left,
picking up pole contributions,
. (4.40)
{ßtiie<£
’* ^  <  $ 5 |q^  < ° .£
F or the second kind functions with behaviour given by the f i r s t  te rm  in (4.37), 
the pole te rm s  w ill dominate over the in tegral, and we have
2L " W ic
(4.41)
Pole approxim ations a re  d iscussed  m ore fully in C hapter Five.
4. 4 Null L ittle-G roup Analysis 
4. 4. 1 Forw ard Scattering
F o r the descrip tion  of forw ard sca tte ring  of pa irw ise  equal m ass 
j )  p a rtic le s  ( t f - ö )  , the f  -channel C .M .
system  is m ost convenient:
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S  ~ >
4 *
©
- te <■
*
Fig. 4. 5 -  Forw ard Scattering.
P seudo-sta te
momentum tra n s fe r
average momentum
5 8 (
is  specified by
spin
helicity m  n n
vs'f>K-s;/+i, - - -  (s,+s,')
( ^  -component s  ~ X ) ,/
and (fe) by the corresponding variab les for pa rtic le  2,
{C pv *' T’ /  and
(4 . 42)
(4 . 43)
(4 . 44)
(4 . 45 )
The transform ation  of into /’g \ , (omitting azim uthal
dependence), is  a %  -d irec tio n  boost of magnitude
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and the P  little-g roup  is the homogeneous Lorentz group, 
(Section 1. 2. 5). Because we can w rite  /-i as
(4.46)
and likew ise fo r , we can im m ediately expand the helic ity  amplitude in te rm s 
of the p rincipal s e r ie s  of unitary rep resen ta tions of OCX, f )  (equations
(1-7 2)-(l. 7 5))
f y 4 f s , * . o )  I S,
T
J@ -  CjtY)
c
< * * M  S J X  /  i Y ) ( S / A , ' p  I I, A, >
J®r
£<* )  _ (4.48)
The t, x f - X A r '  is an invariant m easure  I CT**1) could,
like the i3 j  + d )  before, be absorbed into r ). The boost
rep resen ta tion  functions, C&c) » w ere d iscussed  in C hapter Three.
4 . 4 . 2  N on-Forw ard Scattering
The Q (t i f  expansion can be extended to include non-forw ard
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Scattering am plitudes. The momentum tran sfe r, p , in the e lastic  p rocess 
Fig. (4.6)
Fig. 4. 6 - N on-Forw ard Scattering.
is  a spacelike 4 -v ec to r with zero tim e component. The point is that although 
the transfo rm ation  from  ( A )  to , a -d irec tion  boost of magnitude
) ' f - i  (
is an elem ent of the P  little-g roup , t 
 ^ , and the transform ation  leaves
3 (4.49)
, it is also an elem ent of 
invariant.
The analysis is not quite so sim ple as that leading to (4.48) 
because the helic ities  no longer line up. Rotation m a tric e s , as w ere used in 
(4.35), could again be included, but Delbourgo (1967 a, b) proceeds in a 
d ifferen t way, and m anages to extend the fo rm alism  to include inelastic  processes
as well.
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B asically , the technique used is to w rite  the helicity am plitudes 
in te rm s  of the ( ß  } basis, expand that, and then come back to
h e lic itie s . The re su lt is
K $ /  jij Xj ^  f I \  x  y
-  JL
$%i'V A.,x,r. <s,VJa ! f, ,\, > (4 . 50)
with w ritten  as
.14« a
T
The - t , A *  ( yr K i
= \ - x
sp in-flip  th resho ld  considerations.
J'AS
(4 . 51)
, is anticipated from
rep resen ta tio n s  of
is expanded in the principal s e r ie s  of unitary 
3) to give
- I -
tw<C
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in teg ra l over e r from  ©  -—> to - t ' 1® . l n  the next
ch ap te r we shall use (4. 52) in a "L oren tz-po le" rep resen ta tion  of high energy 
sca tte rin g  and reaction  am plitudes.
4. 5 N on-R elativistic Expansions
4. 5.1 The E Expansion
Because the physical significance of the re la tiv is tic  expansions 
given above is  a b it cloudy, a t le a s t in the details, it is  valuable to see what 
the equivalent expansions a re  like in the n o n -re la tiv is tic  case, and in 
c la ss ica l sca tte ring . One can hope that here the expansions and p a ram ete rs  
w ill lend them selves m ore easily  to physical in terpre ta tion .
w ith non -re la tiv is tic  m om enta and zero -sp in  p a rtic le s . We can w rite down, 
with Cocho (1968), a sim ple param etriza tion  of the gen era to rs  of the JP little  
group, which in th is case is Eft.) , the group of n o n -re la tiv is tic  boosts and 
ro ta tions in the ^c-y plane - the two dim ensional G alilei group. F rom
C onsider again the p ro cess  depicted in Fig. 4 .4 , but th is tim e
>
(4.53)
we have
7 (4.54)
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X
(4.55)
The . here a re  the at and y  components of the average momentum in 
the pseudo-state  ß  ,
(4.56)
what we called f> /%, before (equ. 4.26).
Fig. 4. 7 - N on-rela tiv istic  scattering .
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The invariant operator of 0  C^) is
c - f 1 (l -T,* )
_ j,
9Z
w h e re  f* + f * , -fc*. (i '  %*/%■+
So the basis functions of the representation can be written
C
(4.57)
, where
(4.58)
(4.59)
A solution of (4. 58)-(4. 59) is
(4.60)
Note that the eigenvalue of "Ji% , , is the f- -component of angular
momentum of pseudo-state (jjy , which is just Ay , the angular
momentum transfer.
As before, we expand the scattering amplitude in terms of the 
principal series of unitary irreducible representations of 0  ( z )  > which
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occurs for O <, V <  ^  , real, continuous, and 9  ^ t  ( & p -  -  ■=
Thus
A3
¥
(4.61)
We have put i s U — ( o } h \  , and Q
If the interaction is spherically symmetric, so that there can be 
no angular momentum change, (4. 61) is
y 7® (4.62)
An important point to notice here is  that we can consider y  
and yH as the quantum numbers of an object exchanged during the scattering,
just as is done in Regge theory. This point of view allows us to interpret 
physically in the c lassica l scattering of a particle by a potential. The 
generators (4.54), (4.55) are
) (4.63)
’i. o t f * (4.64)
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w here /jc and u r  a re  the > plane projection of the position and 
velocity of the partic le  at tim e t  , and Sz its  energy. The change in these 
gen era to rs  which re su lts  from  the sca ttering  is
: E & C (4 .66)
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w here
4 (4.67)
(tfi and ( f J  a re  the a»sym ptotes of the incoming and out­
going o rb its .
The C asim ir opera to r, (4.57), is thus
So is d irec tly  re la ted  to A  , the difference between w here the p a rtic le
is  as a re su lt of sca tte ring , and w here it would have been if there  had been no 
scattering .
4 . 5 . 2  C ross-C hannel Im pact P a ra m e te r R epresentation
An in te resting  in te rp re ta tion  of the expansion (4. 62) can be given 
by f ir s t  noting the s im ila rity  between it and the im pact p a ram e te r represen ta tion . 
(For a d iscussion  of the im pact p a ram e te r descrip tion, see, e. g. G lauber (1958)). 
The norm al im pact p a ram e te r rep resen ta tion  of the amplitude fo r high energy
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axially  sym m etric  sca ttering  through a sm all angle is
A (*%') k )  - dir y & ( kk) j \  ^ (4.69)
Q
w here A fr(V) ) (4 70)
r
and v, (r (4.71)
V here is the potential, and 6* is the im pact pa ram ete r. k  and |  
a re  the momentum tra n s fe r  and average momentum, ju s t as in (4. 62), but in 
t h e C . M .  system .
Since we a re  considering an axially sym m etric  in teraction , we 
can om it the y  -coordinate, and rep resen t the sca tte ring , in the S  -channel 
C„M. system , as in Fig. (4. 8).
In the argum ent of the B essel function in (4. 69), ir is  the 
spatial separation along ^  of the two p a rtic le s  in s ta te  (£) at the tim e 
of scattering , t£j> . k  is  the momentum difference in the t  -d irec tion
between p artic les  f and (T , o r Z and 2,  ^ , i . e .  before and
a fte r .
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Fig. 4. 8 -  D irect-channel im pact p a ram ete r scattering .
I l l
In o rd e r to derive the cm ss-ch an n el equivalent c£ (4. 69), we m ust 
f i r s t  redraw  the d iagram s of Fig. 4. 8 in the  ^ -channel brick-w all fram e.
Fig. 4. 9 - C ross-channel im pact p a ram ete r sca ttering .
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The effect of moving into the c ro ss  channel is essen tia lly  to 
interchange the ro les of ctT and ib . Thus, to get the analogues of fe 
and k, in the c ro ss  channel case , we m ust consider the separation  along tf*e 
of the two p a rtic le s  in pseudo-sta te  0 )  a t the place of sca tte ring , 2 s , 
which we call C , and the 4 -momentum difference in the d irection
between p a rtic le s  I and X , o r C and 2/  , i . e . ,  to the left and 
righ t of . This difference is  ju st the energy difference, q ~ /z*«*.
If the in teraction  takes place by m eans of some potential, then what we have 
drawn in Figs. 4 .8  and 4. 9 w ill be aasym ptotes of the tra je c to rie s .
The argum ent of the preceding paragraph  te lls  us that the 
cro ss-channel analogues of the im pact p a ram ete r, 6r , and the momentum 
tran sfe r, k  , a re  respectively  the tim e delay produced by the sca tte rin g , 
C Q , and the energy d ifference between the two p a rtic le s ,
We can now w rite  the "cross-channel im pact p a ram ete r"  
represen ta tion . We define
C
and obtain in analogy with (4. 69),
kJ; ~  I
&
(4.72)
(4.73)
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Equ. (4. 73) is identical with the £(&) expansion, equ. (4.62), except that the 
<£<04 p a ram ete r, y  , given by equ. (4.68), is
p s  ^  C z Ur kc -  (4.74)
C C.
and so Ck) in (4.73) is  ^  A V(kJ in (4.62).
4. 6 Applications of the Expansion
4. 6. 1 Yukawa Potential
The f ir s t  Born approxim ation fo r sca tte ring  by a potential
may be w ritten , in our L
A I  ( I j 4.
(4.75)
(4.76)
It is independent of ^  . The f i f e x p a n s i o n  am plitude, Ck) in 
(4.62), corresponding to (4. 76) i s
(4.77)
This te rm , independent of , , has group theoretical significance, as was
pointed out by Cocho (1968). It would correspond to the one m em ber (ju ~ ö  ) 
of the d isc re te  s e r ie s  of unitary rep resen ta tions (c .f. equ. (1. 58) fo r the
0(^ d 0  discrete series) that would appear if an expansion on discrete 
series representations had been included in (4. 61) and (4. 62). The discrete 
series occurs for ir^O ( is an invariant operator in this case), and
only © contributes in ( y j )  C since j  ; (o') -  O ,
4 o  • This ^  independent term, whether thought of as originating 
in the discrete series, or in the principal series as in (4. 77), appears to 
correspond to the first Bom approximation.
The second Bom approximation for a potential (4. 75) is 
(Morse (1953), p.1086)
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A
L
^  + ky+))v'-
(/**+ « L
for small. In the limit , this expression is
(4. 78)
(4.79)
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The inverse  of (4.62)
A X Of) 4 (|X )
then gives fo r (4. 79)
(4. 80)
(4. 81)
r"* *x
T  i i m Y  c *=»
1/ (4. 82)
Thus 4 A ( ( ©) involves a logarithm ic divergence at s/s. 0  ,
and Q A 8/
L (o ') a pole there . This is consisten t with Cocho’s
rem ark s  about the collapse of re la tiv is tic  poles to the orig in  in the non-
re la tiv is tic  lim it.
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4 . 6 . 2  Hard Sphere Potential
In the  lim it of la rge  ^  , the amplitude for sca ttering  by a
hard  sphere  of rad ius <X* is
> J n I A.
&L
T U - (4. 83)
As
^  0
The optical theorem ,
, so that
4  (O <&. (4. 84)
I
(4.85)
thus leads to the expected high energy c ro ss  section, Z t r c t z
If we try  to rep resen t the amplitude (4. 83) by (4. 62), however, 
we im m ediately run into trouble. Because
Ta (y i )  ^ fuu V (4. 86)
any p ro cess  whose amplitude goes to zero  slow er than —^  (or whose
u^f
to tal c ro ss-se c tio n  goes to zero  slow er than -  ) cannot be rep resen ted
by (4.62). We a re  m ere ly  saying h ere  that in o rd e r to be expanded in te rm s 
of rep resen ta tio n s  of a given group, a function m ust be square  in tegrable over 
the group manifold. H ere, this m eans
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which im plies -Po'r (a.v'cjc. )
(4. 87)
A  ~  J ~  , A  > V • (4.88)
We shall see  shortly  that this problem  of square in tegrability  
loom s la rge  fo r the application of Lorentz group expansions to physically  
in teresting  high energy sca tte ring  phenomena. The total c ro ss -se c tio n s  for 
many p ro cesses  appear to approach non-zero  constants in the high energy 
lim it, and the expansion c r ite rio n  is not satisfied . Ju st what can be done 
about th is  problem  is  a point of m ajor concern, and we shall re tu rn  to it in 
the next chapter.
4 .7  Unitarity
The im portance of the consequences of unitarity  in sca tte ring  
theory is  well known. In potential sca ttering , fo r exam ple, the knowledge 
that the $ -m a trix  is unitary  allows for the descrip tion  of e lastic  sca tte ring  
above th reshold  in te rm s of re a l phase-sh ifts , SjL . In % -m a trix  theory, 
the analytic p ro p ertie s  of $  a re  determ ined to a la rg e  extent by using the 
knowledge that $ is  unitary  not only in the physical region of the d ire c t 
channel, but in the physical regions of the c ro ss-ch an n els  as well.
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We shall not be concerned h ere  with a general d iscussion  of the 
analyticity  of $ o r  of the expansion am plitudes introduced e a r l ie r  in this 
chap ter. Even the form al consequences of unitarity  on these am plitudes is 
an enorm ous problem  in m ost cases  because of the com plexity of the 
Lorentz group functions. We can, how ever, do som ething with the non- 
re la tiv is tic  E(V) expansion which outlines the general natu re  of the problem , 
and m ight serve  as a b it of a guide in a m ore com plete d iscussion.
It is, unfortunately, believed (Chew (1966)) that c ro ss  
reactions have no physical meaning in n o n -re la tiv is tic  physics. M oreover, 
un itarity  in c ro ss-ch an n els  im plies m any-partic le  thresholds in the d irec t 
channel, and these thresholds do not ex ist in n o n -re la tiv is tic  scattering .
In the preceding section, however, we found that we could give physical 
meaning to c ro ss-channel expansions in non -re la tiv is tic  sca ttering . With 
th is in mind, it  seem s not unreasonable to us to impose un itarity  on these 
expansions with the hope that, even if doing this is in Chew's sense physically 
unreasonable, we may find out a few things which would be helpful in trea ting  
the im m ensely  m ore com plicated re la tiv is tic  cases.
U nitarity  is  sim ply a statem ent of overall conservation of 
probability  in a given p ro cess . Let us designate the s ta tes  of a system  by 
continuous p a ra m e te rs  p  and a  . If &L(p) and & a re  the
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amplitudes for finding the system in state p  or ;. respectively, we 
assume there is a function $ (  f . p) such that
Because the system must be in some state,
so that
(4. 89)
(4. 90)
This condition on £ is usually written
. (4.91)
(4. 92)
If p  and are momenta, and the measure, JL^ ~ ,
for example, then JT ( p - p ' 5 -  S 3 ( f ~ p ' )  -
In terms of the scattering amplitude, (4. 6), "elastic unitarity" 
(the state consists of the same two particles at all times) takes the form
(equ. (4.5) and Barut (1967))
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I f £ >
(4 . 93)
w here the in tegral is  over the d irec tion  o f the in term ediate  state  re la tive  
momentum, p>ip -  p^
In the £ C l )  expansion we used the amplitude
A ( ^ u )  = < p / p / t  A  t p , > (4 . 94)
with & and U  defined, in the § -channel fram e, by
L
L rs.
(4 . 95)
In te rm s  of re la tiv is tic  invarian ts, and U. a re
S ~ (4 . 96)
U.
Now, in te rm s of the ■£ -channel CJM. sca tte rin g  angle,
(4 . 97)
(4 . 98)
I  -  -  ^ C r '  x j v / 1 (4 . 99)
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o r
(4. 100)
In the physical §  -channel, ^  can range from  o 
In the physical -channel, t  % , O £  < TT , and
the range of q: is  Ö ~> \  ( Y**»*■ j ^  ; from  (4. 97), ^  will be
pure im aginary, with | k ( & 2 ^  . In te rm s  of thesevariables, the
expansion (4. 62) is
<s*q
A-yJ T ( y j T i A  A y f L \ (4. 101)
w here
L ft =■ T  = ^  , (4. 102)
The unitarity  condition, (4. 93), w ritten  in the physical ' t  -channel
XW r \
l U v r f  C
» A (4. 103)
w here
’ - Sml, / - It®» Si. ^ -  ^ (4. 104)
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and
6 ^ - f (4. 105)
Putting in (4. 101), we have
(4. 106)
The in tegral of y^  d c f  over the B essel
functions was encountered by Adachi (1968), Equ. (2.31), in an application 
of unitarity  to the d irec t channel im pact p a ram ete r represen ta tion . The 
in tegral is
f*) ^ 2
1
(4.107)
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Equ. (4. 106) is thus
f l/oin/ Tfl CvTv) A ^ ( h )
3
<£. P* K
J t
Using the re la tion  (Bateman (1953))
(4.108)
(4.109)
and the orthogonality of the Legendre functions
(4.110)
we can m ultiply both sides of (4.108) by ß  (  j ~ Z y v )  and in tegrate 
to obtain
Jl K A v(L)
> 5 d
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The unitarity  condition on the d irec t channel im pact p a ram ete r 
expansion has been expressed  in te rm s  of p a rtia l wave am plitudes (Adachi 
(1966)). We can adapt th e ir re su lt (their equ. (2. 13), (2.14)) to our " c ro ss ­
channel im pact p a ram e te r"  rep resen ta tion  to obtain
7T W - t) \aM -
w here T  is given by (4.102), and f l  S (-€)> is  the
cross-channel p a rtia l wave amplitude appearing in
(4.112)
(4.113)
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CHAPTER FIVE
APPLICATIONS OF GROUP EXPANSIONS
5.1 The Square-Integrability  P roblem
The m ain difficulty associated  with attem pts to describe  high 
energy phenomena in te rm s of Lorentz group expansions w as mentioned in 
C hapter Four. It is simply this: A function can be expanded in unitary , 
irreducib le  rep resen ta tions of a group only if it is square in tegrable over the 
group manifold. In the case  of the expansion, th is  m eans that the
am plitude, A , m ust satisfy  (Delbourgo (1967b))
j i As I Ms,*) l1 < •* < 5 1 >
and therefore  A m ust go to zero  fa s te r  than as y  —> oo
Experim entally, the c ro ss-se c tio n s  for many p ro cesses  appear to approach 
non-zero constants a t high energy (Collins (1968)), and therefo re , since
~  j i  U ( S , £ ) I *  ,  £T, ^  -L % ^ A ( s , 0 ) t (5.2)
A ~ S as £■ —a> gQ . S o  fo r m ost p ro cesses  of in te re s t
is not square in tegrable , and the group expansion should not be employed.
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There have been suggestions of ways out of the difficulty
(Delbourgo (1967b)). It is  assum ed that fo r sufficiently la rge  negative,
is square  in tegrable and can be expanded in 0 {'l} l)  rep resen ta tions.
This expansion can then be continued in "6 into the region of in te re s t, picking
up poles in the p ro cess . An a lternative, but possibly re la ted  way out of the
problem  is to include the supplem entary se r ie s  (equ. (1. 76), (1.77)) in the
group expansion (4.52), and rep re sen t the non-square integrable p a r t of ACs^-6)
r l °°  C ‘th is way. We would have then, in addition to ( , the ( ? j o-0  ,
as  well.
In the f i r s t  place, it is  not established that one should expect 
A (*>■£) to be square in tegrable in $ anywhere in the com plex ~t -plane. 
F urtherm ore , even if th e re  w ere such a region, the possib ility  of continuing from  
there  to — C 6  — O is  uncerta in  since A is  likely to have
a com plicated analytic s tru c tu re . With reg a rd  to the o ther suggestion,
Hadjiouannou (1966) has indicated that only a very  re s tr ic te d  c la ss  of functions 
is  included by adding in the supplem entary s e r ie s . He was dealing with the 
Q expansion (equ. (4. 35)), w here only functions with singu larities  only
in the region ^  j  < & (equ. (1. 57)) can be included. It is  likely
that severe  lim itations would also ex ist in the 0C }^ 0 case, and physical 
sca ttering  am plitudes m ight be excluded. All of th is notwithstanding, one can 
apply the expansion and the corresponding pole approxim ation, and hope fo r the best.
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5. 2 The High Energy L im it and Pole Dominance
Assuming that fo r large negative t  A  £$,-6) is square 
integrable, we expand as in (4.50)-(4. 52), and shift the contour to the
left,
I d r  C )
—  t  a >
d &  C 1 -f- <r (5.3)
The 0“ poles in (5.3) a re  in the s trip  -  M < 6L. <T <. o  f and it has been 
assum ed that these poles a re  the only singu larities in that region.
. j c  < r
According to the re su lts  of Chapter Three, the oL C°<) 
appearing in (4. 52) do not have well defined aisym pto tic  behaviour, but the 
represen ta tion  functions of the second kind, eqs. (3.84), (3. 85), o r  the 
represen tation  functions corresponding to a well defined d iscre te  spectrum  
for 4 and £  (eqs. (3.98), (3.99)), do. If instead of expanding in d  
we had expanded in
then the pole te rm s in (5.3) would dom inate over the background, We would have
Jo<r
(T * ( < T - [
, with high energy behaviour <a
A ( S y f )  ^  R-e*iclue C t )  C ) o ) ^ t  j v7 j  )  *
J o
<rc Ct)
a v- 2c t) )
acO c-- I- lj0+A I )
e (5.4)
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If th is  approxim ation can be continued to the physical region -  ^  < o
then (5.4) can be used to d escribe  high energy sca ttering . The
£  ( j '  j ) is  made up of factorial s of the various indices
coming from  the W igner coefficients in equ. (3. 96). An explicit form  of the 
assym ptotic  lim it of the boost functions has been given by Sciarrino  (1967).
5 ,3  Modified Lorentz Expansion
Recent analyses (Akyeampong (1967), Antoniou (1968a, b, c)) 
of high energy sca ttering  and reaction  data has indicated the general need for 
the use of m ore than one Lorentz-pole (more exactly, the need fo r m ultiple 
values corresponding to a given Lorentz tra jec to ry , cr C t ) ) in the
approxim ation (5.4). This undesirable featu re  has served  to put the Lorentz 
expansion out of favour with many of those who advocate the use of Regge 
expansions. In p a rticu la r, the p rediction  of the pronounced dip in the Tf 
charge exchange d ifferential c ro ss  section which occurs at about
-t -  -  0.(? Cfaif/c)  , a favourite Regge re su lt, is not reproduced by 
a single Lorentz-pole contribution (Akyeampong (1967)).
This inadequacy in the single pole approxim ation, coupled 
with the non-square-in teg rab ility  problem , prom pted us to look fo r possib le 
m odifications to the norm al expansion (Bedford (1969)).
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It was rea lized  that the value, as a descrip tion  of high energy 
sca ttering , of any cross-channel pole rep resen ta tion , w hether Regge-pole, 
Lorentz-pole, o r  w hatever, lay in the belief that the dynam ics of the p ro cess  
a re  governed by the momentum tran sfe r; the pole positions a re  functions of 
t  , which is sm all, and not S . In o ther w ords, the dynam ical behaviour 
of the p ro cess  in Fig. 5 .1  does not depend p rim arily  upon the fact that 1 and 2 
a re  moving very  fas t with re sp ec t to one another, but m ainly on the in teractions 
a t A and ß , constrained  by overa ll conservation laws.
k.
Fig. 5.1 -  High energy sca ttering .
C onsider f ir s t  the case  of near-fo rw ard  e lastic  sca tte rin g .
Then, lc is  sm all and has zero tim e component. Consequently, in a Lorentz 
fram e moving with velocity -1 , the in teraction  a t A is
non-rela tiv is tic  ( /c is unaffected by any Lorentz transfo rm ation  perpendicu lar
to /l ). The sam e is tru e  of the in teraction  a t ß  in a fram e moving with
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ve lo c ity  £  ( £  + } /  £ '  . We assert, then, that th is  re la t iv is t ic  e las tic
sca tte ring  is  dynam ica lly  n o n -re la tiv is tic : p a rtic le s  1 and 2 know nothing
about each o ther -  they know only about the object which mediates the in te r ­
action . As fa r  as any o f the p a rtic le s  at each ve rte x  is  concerned, everyth ing 
is  n o n -re la tiv is t ic .
In  the case of near fo rw a rd  ine las tic  processes, as long as the 
mass d iffe rences ^ , and -u* a re  not too la rge , the
momentum tra n s fe r U. has sm a ll tim e component. I t  w i l l  the re fo re  rem a in  
n o n -re la tiv is t ic  a fte r the pe rpend icu la r Lorentz trans fo rm a tion , and the argum ent 
o f the preceding paragraph w i l l  s t i l l  apply. As the mass d iffe rence , o r the 
sca tte ring  angle, increase, we expect th is  "dynam ica lly  n o n -re la tiv is t ic "  
approxim ation to g radua lly  break down.
I t  would seem reasonable, the re fo re , to no rm a lize  the am plitudes 
at each ve rte x  n o n -re la tiv is t ic a lly . F o r a given state vector, we have then,
<p'A' l  pX> '  Cm)1 & 1( p - f ' )  f VA } <5-5)
instead of the re la t iv is t ic
7 3
O ' A' lf>\ > - ( j r r )  Zf,, J ( p - f ' J  h ' t  (5.6)
The re la tio n  between a sca tte ring  am plitude A fCSj4) norm a lized  
according to (5. 5), and A Cs} ~6) norm alized according to (5. 6) is
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A (f/’O ^  i' /! ’(*> ^ ) (5.7)
The physical argument, outlined above therefo re  indicates that a pole approxi­
m ation to high energy sca tte rin g  might be m ore successfully  applied to the 
reduced am plitude A 1 ) than to the full A ) . F u rtherm ore ,
the ex traction  of a fac to r of S from  A ( f, 4 } b rings it c lo se r  to being 
square in tegrable over the 0 ( l , i )  group manifold, and so the continuation 
p rocedure from  a region w here A(Cs,i: J  is square integrable is le ss  
likely to run into problem s.
We therefo re  propose to rem ove a Lorentz invarian t factor of S 
from  the am plitude, and apply the Lorentz-pole expansion to the rem ainder,
instead of (5.2), This seem ingly triv ia l factorization  has dynam ical consequences 
as  we shall see .
5 .4 L oren tz-P o le  R egge-Pole Connection
As was indicated in Section 4. 3, in the q ( z 1 pol e approxi-
j r  ~  I A'CSj-t) 12} ^ (5.8)
mation, with , the p a ram e te r j  is  ju st the total
angular momentum of the object exchanged. Its momentum is spacelike, and 
j  is consequently complex. M oreover, j co rresponds exactly to the
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th ree  dim ensional total angular momentum in the c ro ss-channel p a rtia l wave 
expansion continued into the physical region of the d irec t channel by m eans of 
the Som m erfeld-W atson transform ation . Therefore, if we can w rite  the 0(Z,t) 
functions in te rm s  of the OCl} l) functions (*) »
y \
th is w ill show us what the contribution of a pole in A (equ. (4. 52))
' j 's
in the <T -plane corresponds to in the com plex j  -plane.
This decom position of 0(?,0 into OCl, 0 functions has 
been w ritten  down (Akyeampong (1968)). It is  sufficient for our purposes to 
w rite  it as
~ <21 ß ( s , £  ; A , +» Jojf)") cL
^  A ^  j j _ /  - ~
j: < r - l - * y  
, («)
(5.9)
M a. -t-Vv
The fac to r ß  depends on the indices but not on ot . Because j  in 
(5. 9) is  the com plex angular momentum^ pole a t CT^ ( t ) in oC3> {) gives 
r is e  to a s e r ie s  of R egge-poles a t df . (■£) , with
•< £ * & *  r c( j t ) - I - a* j  < 5 - 1 0 >
This p red ic tion  of the paren t-daugh ter s e r ie s , fo r which there is some 
experim ental evidence (see equ, (4. 23), and Collins (1968)), has given 
considerable support to L oren tz-decom position theory. We should point out, 
too, that (5. 9) can be used to obtain the ra tio  of residues of the R egge-poles
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in the series (5.10) (Freedman (1967)), but we shall be concerned only with a 
Lorentz-pole predicted from the parent Regge-pole in (5. 10).
In the case of our modified expansion, the connection between 
Lorentz and Regge-poles is slightly different. We need to decompose 
S 6*) as in (5.9) to get the correspondence between a pole in
the ) Lorentz expansion and the poles in the Cst t )  Regge
expansion. The relevant part of oL * , ) (equ. (4. 36)) is the
hypergeometric function, f  { j  f  f l ^ - j  * /u, } Iz3*)> where
s  % . From (5. 9), then,
€ -
Gq
*  r e v  45.11)
We can easily derive the recurrence relation (NBS, p.558)
P ^ G L ^ C )  * )
(r “  ös.
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fr+l , c ,  <v) I 1
‘S -f (— cv J (5. 12)
In our case , ct=. }+ + *+ \ >
so that
C  's I f  <* 17 ^  I **• ^
* 3,
( It? j F ( j  I j-Ji-'H, , (l-
f l - t
t c ) *= ( +0 + <#s^i 11  ^-(j-h) + ^ j | 'f- “'/W^ f" ^ i - t
X .
+ c ) F ( C j - t ) + * » - i  1  ^ j 14 /Wi *■ /w\ ^ (- e- (5. 13)
where the fac to rs  ( ) depend on j  , ^  and a* /  , but not on £- .
Hence (5.11) can be w ritten
£ A
)a
s 'as.
fix* j "z. “• A&-
“ JE t ^  * L * )
J -  <T- fvH
^  +  £ i
J s  f - 2 . - < n  ,  *
■ w ,^  (5.14)
)
. V  /  xS<?W ^ S -  ^  o  > / - ' r " M-— t  . ä t/ —  ^ /*» * 0 (5.15)
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This means that the correspondence of poles in the modified 
expansion and Regge-poles is
~ (TL- C t\ -sw , 'Vv- 0 y (, Z ) -----  , (5.16)
instead of (5.10).
5. 5 High Energy Scattering
We are now in a position to apply our modified single Lorentz 
pole analysis to some high energy processes. We shall, in each, consider 
the contribution of a single trajectory, , using only the lowest value
of j0 for which the contribution does not vanish (in fact, J0 Z' °  *n 
cases but one). We assume a linear trajectory
(T l-O  ~  S ' t  ( 5 - 17)
)
with cl and from Regge-pole fits to the data, using equ. (5.16). We shall, 
it tumsout, require that <T" have, as well, a small imaginary part. This is 
discussed below.
5.5.1 p - jo Elastic Scattering
The spin non-flip helicity amplitude, < \  ^  ( t  l  )■
is expanded according to eqs. (4. 50)-(4. 52). We see that ,\ - ß - q , 
and J   ^~ q  or / , and S' -  o or $ . Because we wish to
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consider only j  ^  o  poles, there is a contribution in equ. (4. 52) only 
if S-r J /— even, so that jT/ -  J - o  or f . Consequently,
only the boost functions cl °^Q (u ) and j appear.
We have chosen, with Delbourgo (1967), to use the particular 
’’second-kind" representation function exhibited in equ. (5.4), and since at high 
energies (equ. (4. 49))
o<
(0 2 9_ )
we have (Sciarrino (1967))
oi ö ( T
QOQ
(5.18)
(5.19)
(5.20)
where
<Tp , i .e .
is the proton m ass.
Let us consider the contribution of a pole in at
dp {.^  J
(5.21)
(The residue, '  ^ , is normally assumed to be factorizable, but this is
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unnecessary here). Using only the contribution from the j < L  Q 
term, we obtain
<
^  2p ^  / r ~ ,  ) ' (5.22)
where ß p involves the residue. We assume it to be a slowly varying 
function of £ , and we shall treat it as constant.
The other spin non-flip amplitudes give results like (5.22); spin- 
flip amplitudes are down by a factor of j 'f  . (See in this connection,
Antoniou (1968a)). In this one pole approximation, then (equ. (5. 8))
eL <§r~
cLt
(5.23)
The Pomeranchuk trajectory used by Frautschi (1968) in the 
multiple scattering Regge-pole treatment of proton-proton scattering is
oc ( - t  \ * f  - f  O- 9X. t -  (5. 24)
If we take this as the parent in the series (5.16), then (5. 23) predicts a zero in
Z,the cross-section at t  ^  — I.Z C • Experimental results (Fig. 5. 2)
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show a dip or change in slope there, but not a zero. It would be possible, of 
course, to remedy this by introducing another trajectory, and in a moment we 
shall, for comparison, do just that. But we are interested in the results of a 
single-pole approximation. After all, one of the main reasons for the 
development of the O C l} <i ) analysis was to avoid the multiple pole 
approximations required in Regge theory. One Lorentz pole is supposed to 
incorporate many Regge poles, according to the series, (5.16). We therefore 
prefer to get rid of the zero by giving a small imaginary part.
Although, from potential theory, one expects 9^, ^ 6 0  to 
vanish for 6 <  threshold in order to permit the existence of bound states, 
it is doubtful that this argument carries much weight with regard to high energy 
scattering in the physical % -channel. (See, for example, the remark of 
Collins (1968), p.202). We shall use a small 0 t / )  , constant imaginary 
part. Because there is a significant contribution from 9 ^  <T~ only in a 
small region around ( f b - t T - O  , a function of 6  would work equally well.
Fig. 5.2 is a fit to data from Frautschi (1968) for proton lab 
momenta \z and U . The Lorentz-trajectory used is
6~p 66) -  / -f Q a $  i  6 4- O ' I S ' c ,
with the pole residue adjusted to the arbitrary scale of .
A ' t
(5.25)
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Fig. 5 .2  -  Single Lorentz pole contribution to e lastic  sca tte rin g
at proton lab momenta IX &ev/c (solid line, experim ental 
points x  ) and (dashed line, experim ental
points o )•
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The agreement for <. Z is quite good, the important point 
being the prediction of the position of the change in slope, or dip, at £  i.2..
For -  i: > Z , the slope is too large. This might be expected, however, 
since the argument of "non-relativistic dynamics", used to justify the 
expansion of AC%j€) instead of A (s ,t i  > has begun to break down 
for values of as large as this.
In Fig. 5. 3 we give, for comparison, a fit to the same p-p data 
using contributions from two Lorentz poles at
-  IA • S' *6 ) <5^  -  O-f (5.26)
both poles having the same residue. The agreement for -"t > Z is somewhat 
improved, but the general shape of the curve is much the same as for the single 
pole, and the position of the dip is unaltered. (An interesting point here is 
that the slope of the second trajectory, chosen empirically, is just one-half 
the slope of the first. According to Frautschi (1968), the effective Regge 
slope corresponding to double scattering (i.e. two-pole exchange) is half that 
for single scattering).
5.5.2 Elastic IT- p Scattering
The analysis of the amplitude for elastic 7T~ p scattering 
proceeds as in Section 5.5.1 (compare Akyeampong (1967)) and gives the
one pole approximation
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\  o x - -
Fig 5. 3 - Two Lorentz pole contribution to a-p scattering at momenta 
of Fig. 5. 2.
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Fig. 5 .4  -  Single Lorentz pole contribution to rr- f  e lastic  sca tte ring  
at pion lab momentum sT •
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d r  - 16
A t
(5.27)
The Pomeranchuk trajectory used above, (5.25), gives the fit of Fig. 5 .4  
at pion lab momentum | 2. . (Data from Frautschi (1968)). The
agreement here is  not as good as in the case, although the general
shape is  right, and again, the change in slope occurs at about the correct
5 .5 .3  TT~ p ~> TT& M
The normal analysis was applied to pion-nucleon
charge exchange scattering by Akyeampong (1967). It was found that in order 
to reproduce the pronounced dip at t  ** -  0* 4 with a f® trajectory (a good 
Regge prediction), contributions from as well as j  = O had to
be included. This meant that either the p  trajectory is not purely Jc -  Q 
(Toller (1967b) had conjectured that it was), or that there is another 
trajectory p *  with j  s |
Our modified analysis leads (see Akyeampong (1967) for the 
normal derivation) to the differential cross-section
value.
(5.28)
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-  "t ( C i€ \r/c)
Fig. 5.5 - One Lorentz pole contribution to n ~ p  -* at TT
lab momentum ‘Z.& S’ <«uj/ c . (Solid line: residue constant. 
Dashed line: residue proportional to ).
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We shall use the experim entally  determ ined  Regge f  - tra je c to ry , and as well, 
a sm all im aginary part:
<r: 6 0  s= 4- 0 .9 «  “6 +  o*oQic  (5.29)r
Fig. 5 .5  gives a fit to data at JT lab momentum 57 F r  , with the
residue  trea ted  as a constant. It also shows the effect of trea ting  the residue 
as  proportional to P i  . (Compare th is w ith the facto r -t introduced
by Delbourgo (1967b) to account for spin flip threshold behaviour (equ. (4. 51)). 
Also, some recen t w ork on Regge poles in a quark model (Machida (1968)) 
gives some support to the use of a residue proportional to iP t  ).
Notice that although the slope for > ( is  too large , we 
obtain the im portant p rediction  of the position of the dip a t ■£ a, . The 
im provem ent of the fit below the dip when a residue proportional to (f^t is  
used is only to be expected -  we expect the c ro ss -se c tio n  fo r reaction  
p ro cesses  to vanish in the forw ard d irection .
5 . 5 . 4  5 N  V x  ( ( 2. ^ 6 )
The dominant helicity  am plitudes for this p ro cess  vanish 
when j  = 0 from  parity  argum ents (see Antoniou (1968b) fo r details). 
Turning to the j  s I contribution, we find that a single Lorentz
tra jec to ry  gives
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-t ( Ct
Fig. 5 .6  -  One Lorentz pole contribution to 7T N  -> w  A/%
a t F  lab momentum Jp Cev/c- (Solid line: 1st te rm  in (5.30). 
Dashed line: 2nd te rm ).
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( A  -B-€) I <£-// * as fp
+*£)(«*%+**$*)] y
\
(5. 30)
Using the jO trajectory (5. 29), we have plotted the two term s in (5. 30) 
separately in Fig. 5. 6.
The absence of a dip at ~  - 0. L is encouraging, because 
Antoniou (1968b), using the normal analysis, was forced to include t  
contributions to get rid of a zero at that value.
5.5.5 r r  /si wI^
Our analysis of this process, using ]0’ °  contributions 
only, leads to (compare this with Antoniou (1968c))
i f  r  ( a I*
tA.4
I
+i I
ä h  11
<5.31)
)]
The Lorentz-trajectory obtained from the experimental Regge A z  trajectory
-t 0.74. ^ 0 .07  c (5.32)
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too r
- 1 (C^tv/c ) l
Fig. 5.7 - One Lorentz pole contribution to TT A/ —>
at it lab momentum £ . (Solid line: residue
constant. Dashed line: residue p roportional to iP t ).
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ek<r
Fig. 5. 8 - Single Lorentz pole contribution to jo" -> 
at proton lab momentum S’.? <^ €v/c .
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and gives the curves of Fig. 5. 7. We have again shown the effect of a residue 
proportional to . The fit for large - ' t  again is not too good, but the
possible dip at -f is reproduced.
5.5.6 _p p* J
The data available for this process is inconclusive, but from a 
single IK* Lorentz-trajectory, j  s o , we get (compare Antoniou (1968a))
d r  * ! (_L ____  (5.33)
d,t j  ^ + /
The K* trajectoiy
dT* -  0,2.7 f  0.2t f  f  0*02 c (5.34)tc*
gives the fit of Fig. 5.8.
5.6 Discussion
The predictions of our single pole, leading j G value, modified 
Lorentz analysis of these processes are in quite good agreement with experiment. 
The important point is that the dips or slope changes occur at about the right 
values, which is not the case in the normal analysis without including higher j  
values. In the reaction cross-sections, a residue proportional to t/-t 
improves the fit by bringing the cross-section down to zero at forward
scattering.
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These results, as well as the improvement in the justification 
of the analytic continuation from large -It consequent upon the extraction of 
the factor of S from the amplitude before expanding it, lend support to the 
argument given earlier for non-relativistic dynamics in kinematically 
relativistic processes near the forward direction.
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APPENDIX A
<x Matrix Elements
With Gel’Eand (1963), p.276, we define,
c.LrA j ■
j 6 v ) > ' H J '
(A .l)
and
c^ j 0+i<r s Ci.ic ,i,r  . c <j') [(j +/0 +1 Xj-j‘„) ]^ (A.2)
,  c “ ’ [ ( j + r + O f r - , ) ] (A.3)
where and are arbitrary complex numbers. The non-zero
e< matrix elements are,
l *0 I M l <r J A >  -  < Ja+ l  I j 0<rj\\ )
_ cJo|r) j«+' <r
c J  [( j+Jt+l)  ( j~Jo)] (A. 4)
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)os i  ^ I  I j 0t  I <r j  A J  = -  < j> i <r j  \  I c<r  I j \ r j  X )
- c \  £
<T
[ A ' f  -  A
Go+f ^
7
5 -  c <J3) [  ( j+ jo  1 -0  ( j ' - jo ) ]  *  A<r <A • 5>
J ( j> 0
<),<rj\ U j  I j0+l <rj+l A >
£ Jor J(?+,<r 
y 4 f j
c  * [ [ ( j H V - X ' J f a i ' - r ' f a M O i j w i ) ]  K (A. 6)
1L C i«J * -  V  J
( j 0+ \ < r  j  A  \ *  j (Jo  ^ > '  A .)
[ ( / + ( )  ( j - j a+ 0 ( ) ' j \ )  ] z (A. 7)2(jh) [ ■£
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\  jo ^  J\  t ^j-i  A  y
c ( ; * - y ) K [ s°;( L r )  ^jof j jo+l* 'j~'
^ ) C ^ J
(A. 8)
Cl> f c j   ^1*1 ( jo cj ^  \ )
c O'o)
V
I () ( ) z -  <rO (j + ) o t  ( )  (j>/fi )j
(A. 9)
between
with j a
* oUnder the interchange of j 0 and <r , and
are unchanged, and (A. 2) 4- *  (A. 3), so that the «  matrix elements 
(joilT^ and are identical with (A. 4) - (A. 8), but
c r .
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APPENDIX B
2Fi R ecurrence Relations
Equ. (3. 52) is  obtained from  re la tions lis ted  in NBS and 
Magnus (1949) as follows, We w rite , fo r brevity ,
Lf{ *  *) -  F .
c ( c  + / )  f ( « k )  -  C (  c F ( a  (r C
-  F ( a + /  ( r i {  C 4  2, ) = O  . (B, 1)
( c - a.) ( c - b )  & F(aS-cw)  - '  (_C-\~ t z c - u - ( r -{) F(<^6-c}
f  F ( a . F c - / )  . (B 2)
( ^ * 0  C t -  2: ) F (& 6-c-«)  r f c - 2-) c - L  )
4- -  ( o - i ) )  P (  A. *- / C-'l )
(B.3)
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( C - O  £(<* <r-<C-() — ( 6— 0  ( c - Z - ( u  - d ) ±  F ( c ^ C c )
r  ( c - 1 }  Cc~Z F (  0t~f (r~ ( C~Z) (BA)
Then, (B. 1) gives,
F U < r o )  I ( 1- c ( c - | . ( n - » - t - Q - i )  
C C<L- 6c > (c -(r) %
.  C Cc-() ( | ^ H H / - C )  7
+ f(*+( $*+( t+z) S ~ ^  ^ ?
i - f c )  J
+ h c-z)C k
 ^ Cc~ A  (c~6r\ ■£
C6~t)(i-*) (C -z)
■p G r - C < H  ) ( C — 2 I^ Cc ~()
(B. 5)
which reduces directly to equ. (3. 52).
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Using (B. 1), and
F ( a d c )  +  Sr F(*(r-t  c) (B.6)
C ^  <C-u)Z
(note erro r in 3rd printing of NBS, equ. 15. 2. 25 - omission of £ in 
c+d term), we get,
PColL c, )  [  eCc + O -f- c(cHi iQ c ii / 
 ^ C c - O * .  /
4- F (a. C ?
-f  P  ^ (  C<-f / C-+1 C 4 ^ — c\. ( f ^  ? o (B.7)
which is equ. (3. 58).
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